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Abstract

Communication in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) without having any fixed

infrastructure has drawn much attention for research. The infrastructure based

cellular architecture sets up base stations to support the node mobility. Thus,

mapping the concepts of base stations into MANET could meet its challenges

like limited battery power, scalability, available band width etc.. This leads

to the design of logical clusters, where the cluster heads in every cluster play

the role of base station. The cluster heads also form the virtual back bone for

routing the packets in the network. In this thesis, simulation based survey has

been made to study the strengths and weaknesses of existing algorithms that

motivated for the design of energy efficient clustering in MANET.

Neighbour Detection Protocol (NDP) has been designed to help the nodes

to probe their immediate neighbours. In this protocol, every node broadcasts

its own information to the network, so that it is received by a node that lies

within its transmission range. The receiver senses its neighbours and updates

its neighbour table from time to time. This protocol is validated through

simulation by using Colour Petri Nets (CPN) prior to its implementation.

Topology Adaptive Clustering Algorithm (TACA) has been proposed, that

uses the node mobility and its available battery power for calculating the node

weights. A node having the highest weight among its immediate neighbours

declares itself as the volunteeer cluster head. As the current head consumes

its battery power beyond a threshold, non-volunteer cluster heads are selected

locally. The algorithm aims to utilise the battery power in a fairly distributed

manner so that the total network life time is enhanced with reduced cluster

maintenance overhead.

During the process of clustering, some isolated heads without having any

members are formed. This increases the delay in communication as the number

of hops in the routing back bone is increased. A Transmissiion Range Adjust-

ment Protocol (TRAP) has been proposed, that allows the isolated nodes to

adjust their ranges to remain connected with existing cluster heads. The re-

sults show that, TRAP reduces the delay in communication by reducing the

number of cluster heads in the network.

Validation for the base protocol NDP and algorithm TACA are made

through simulation by using the CPN tools. Each of the proposed work is

evaluated separately to analyse their performances and compared with the

competent results.

Keywords: Neighbour detection, cluster maintenance, volunteer head, non-

volunteer head, re-affiliation, re-election, network life time, topology control,

coloured petri nets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the decades, the use of personnal communication devices like mobile

phones, personal digital assistants(PDAs) and mobile computers have taken

an exponential growth. This tendency is reinforced when the cost of these

small devices are reduced and further equipped with one or more wireless

interfaces. The wireless interfaces allow the devices to get connected with the

access points available in various location such as air ports, railway stations,

restaurants, city centers etc.. At the same time, they also enable the devices to

interconnect directly with each other in a decentralized way and self-organise

into “Ad Hoc Networks” [1].

The term ad hoc is a Latin adjective which means special purpose. This

term was borrowed by few computer scientists to characterise a special purpose

network called the ad hoc network. The researchers have provided different

definition to the ad hoc networks. As per The Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11, “ An ad hoc network is a network composed

of communication devices within mutual transmission range of each other via

the wireless medium” [2]. The communication devices are termed as nodes in

this literature. As the mobility of the nodes are taken into consideration, the

same is redefined by Gerla [3] as:

“A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes that

1



Chapter1 Introduction

dynamically self organise into peer-to-peer wireless network without using any

pre-existing infrastructure.”

The term self-organise is a key term in this definition. This term mostly

refers to the routing of the packets in the network in the absence of any fixed

infrastructure. The nodes of the MANET organise themselves to route the

packets of the neighboring nodes by creating a multi-hop networking scenario

while on-the-fly. Thus, the specially designed nodes should have the capability

of a router to forward the packets in addition to its normal job of a transmitter

or receiver. The term self-organise is also equally important when the topology

control is taken into consideration. In this context, the nodes try to adjust

their transmission ranges to remain connected to each other in the dynamic

network.

1.1 Technologies of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

The present day communication system demands a high speed and reliable

network where a wired backbone can be connected to several wireless networks

as in figure 1.1. The category of wireless networks could be cellular networks,

wireless personal area network (WPAN), wireless local area network (WLAN)

or mobile ad hoc network (MANET). Most wireless technologies operate in

the Unlicensed Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) 2.4 GHz band. For this

reason, the network may suffer interference from microwave ovens, cordless

telephones, baby monitors and similar other appliances that use almost the

same band.

In the earlier versions of mobile ad hoc networks, the packet radios spon-

sored by DARPA were used for communication. However, currently three

main communication standards with ad hoc capabilities are used to address a

specific range of commercial applications. They are the IEEE 802.11 family

of protocols, the high-performance LAN (HiperLAN) protocols and Bluetooth

[2].

2



Chapter1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Current generation networks [4]

1.1.1 IEEE 802.11

In 1997, The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) adopted

the first digital wireless data transmitting standard, named IEEE 802.11 [5].

The purpose of the IEEE 802.11 standard was to foster industry product com-

patibility between WLAN product vendors. The most popular and widely used

Wi-Fi networking technology is based on the IEEE 802.11 specifications.

• This IEEE 802.11 family has many extended versions, one of which is the

802.11a. The IEEE 802.11a is the only task group that works in 5GHz

band and data rates upto 54 Mb/s plus error correction code. It uses

3



Chapter1 Introduction

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) air interface.

• Another task group the IEEE 802.11b operates in 2.4 GHz band with

data rates upto 11Mb/s. This is the most used Wi-Fi standard which

has been heavily studied in the framework of MANET.

Under the IEEE 802.11 standard, the mobile communicating devices in a

network can work in two different modes. They are the infrastructure mode

and ad hoc mode. Infrastructure mode wireless networking connects a wireless

network to a wired network. It also supports central connection points for

WLAN clients. A wireless access point is required for infrastructure mode

wireless networking. Hence it offers the advantage of scalability, centralized

security management and better connectivity. In the ad hoc mode of wireless

networks, the nodes can directly communicate with each other without using

any access point. To set up an ad hoc wireless network, each wireless adapter

must be configured for ad hoc mode versus the infrastructure mode. An ad hoc

network tends to feature a small group of devices all in very close proximity to

each other. In this network the performance degrades as the number of nodes

increases. Ad hoc networks can not bridge to wired LANs or the the internet

without the presence of a special purpose gateway node.

1.1.2 HiperLAN

The European counterparts to the IEEE 802.11 standards are the high perfor-

mance radio LAN (HIPERLAN) standards defined by the European Telecom-

munication Standards Institute (ETSI). While IEEE 802.11 standards can use

either radio access or infrared access, the HIPERLAN standards are based on

radio access only [6]. Four standards have been defined for wireless networks

by the ETSI.

• HIPERLAN/1: It is a wireless radio LAN (RLAN) without a wired

infrastructure, based on one-to-one and one-to-many broadcasts. It is

4



Chapter1 Introduction

well studied for both ad hoc and infrastructure based networks. The

standard covers the physical layer and the media access control part of

the data link layer. A new sub layer is associated with it called the

channel access and control layer (CAC). This sub layer deals with the

access requests to the channel which is accomplished depending on the

usage of the channel and priority of the request. The features of the

standard includes the transmission range of about 50m at a rate of 23

Mb/s. It also supports asynchronous and synchronous traffic with slow

mobility of 1.4 mts/s.

• HIPERLAN/2: It has a transmission range of about 200mts for wire-

less Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. It offers a wide range

of data rates from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps and uses 5GHz radio frequency. It

supports centralised and direct modes of operation. The former is used

in the cellular network topology where as the later is used in ad hoc net-

work topology. Basic services in HiperLAN/2 are data, sound and video

transmission with emphasis given on the quality of service (QoS). This

standard covers physical, data link control and convergence layers. The

convergence layer takes care of service dependent functionality between

data link control and network layer. This layer can also be used on the

physical layer to connect IP and ATM networks. This feature makes

HiperLAN/2 suitable for the wireless connection of various networks.

• HIPERLAN/3: It is also called as HIPERACCESS network that en-

ables establishment of outdoor high speed radio access networks poviding

fixed radio connections to customer premises. It has a range of 500mts

and provides a data rate of 25Mbps. This network can be used for wire-

less local loop (WLL) communications.

• HIPERLAN/4: It is also called as the HIPERLINK standard that

provides high speed radio links for point-to-point static interconnections.

The transmission has a range of about 200mts and operates on the 17GHz

5



Chapter1 Introduction

frequency range. It provides a data rate of 155 Mbps.

1.1.3 Bluetooth

Bluetooth is a technology for wireless body area network (WBAN) and wireless

personal area network (WPAN) that provides short range radio links between

portable devices such as mobile PCs and mobile phones. Bluetooth specifies

10mts radio range and supports upto seven devices in a master slave mode.

The master permits slaves to transmit by allocating slots for voice or data

traffic. Bluetooth uses a combination of circuit switching and packet switching

[7].

Bluetooth wireless networks are classified into two network topologies named

piconets and scatternets. In a piconet, two or more slave devices can share the

same frequency hopping sequence. A piconet comprises one master station and

up to seven active slaves can participate in data exchange. So it can form a

point-to-point or point-to-multipoint design. A direct link can exist between

a master and a slave but not between slaves. So data exchange between the

slaves has to be routed through the master. Independent piconets that have

overlapping coverage areas may form a scatternet. A scatternet exists when

a station is active in more than one piconet at the same time. A slave can

communicate with the different piconets it belongs to, in a time-multiplexing

mode. When two piconets overlap, the master of one piconet serves as the

slave of the other piconet. No device can serve as a master of two piconets.

When more piconets overlap with each other, one master serves as a slave of

two piconets. Thus multihop communication can be achieved through the scat-

ternet concept, where several masters from different piconets can set up links

among each other. The bluetooth applications span from wireless headset to

PDAs, networked computer peripherals like printers, scanners, digital cameras

etc. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) technique that

breaks the data into small packets for data communication.
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1.2 Applications of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

The deployment of a mobile ad hoc network is easy due to the absence of set-

ting up any infrastructure for communication. Mostly such kind of network is

required in militaly application and emergency rescue operations. But slowly

it has been emerged into the areas of gaming, sensing, conferencing and col-

laborative and distributed computing [6]. This dynamic network is yet to

capture most of the commercial applications. Research is still going on in this

direction so that the MANET can be deployed in any area where a faster and

cheaper network can be setup instantly for data communication. Mostly, the

distributed applications where the entities are strongly coupled, are not adap-

tive to the connection disruptions. In this regard the mobile ad hoc networks,

where the nodes are highly dynamic in nature, can be most suitable for the

loosly distributed applications. Here are some of the applications of mobile ad

hoc networks:

• Military Services Military services are one of the most discussed and

common application area of mobile ad hoc networks where installation

of any fixed infrastructure is not possible in the enemy territories or

inhospitable terrains. In this environment MANET provide the required

communication mechanism in no time. Here, the soldiers are considered

to be the mobile nodes. So the network is required to remain connected

even though the soldiers move freely. This support is provided by the

MANET. Another application in this area can be the coordination of

the military objects and the personnel in the battle field. For example,

the leader of a group of soldiers may want to pass a message to all the

soldiers or a group of soldiers involved in the operation. In this situation,

a secure and reliable routing protocol should be able to do the job.

• Emergency Services In certain situations that are unexpected and

unavoidable like search and rescue, crowd control, disaster recovery and

commando operations, the use of mobile ad hoc networks is very much
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suitable. The major factors that favour the deployment of MANET in

such situations are its self configuration with minimum overhead, un-

availability of fixed or centralised infrastructure as well as freedom and

flexibility of mobility of the nodes. Since the ad hoc networks require

minimum initial network configuration, it can also be deployed in sit-

uations where conventional infrastructure based communication is dis-

turbed due to natural calamity or any other reason.

• Collaborative and Distributed Computing The use of mobile ad

hoc network is very much necessary in such situation where a group of

researchers want to share their research findings or share their research

materials during a conference or on-the-fly. The reliability of data trans-

fer is much important in this case than the data security. So MANET

should be able to provide reliability in data communication.

• Sensing and Gaming Sensor network is a special case of ad hoc net-

works where mobility is generally not considered. However the bat-

tery power is a key factor in sensors. Each sensor is equipped with a

transceiver, a small micro-controller and an energy source. The sensors

relay information from other devices to transport data to a central mon-

itor. The sensors are used to sense the environmental condition such

as temperature, pressure, humidity etc. In this case they form an ad

hoc network to collect intended information. The mobility can also be

incorporated into the sensor network where they are meant to study the

behaviour of tornados or to study the behaviour of patients in the hos-

pital.

• Personal Area Networking Personal communicating devices like lap-

tops, PDAs, mobile phones create a network to share data among each

other called the personal area network (PAN). The PAN cover a very

short range for communication and can be used for ad hoc communica-

tion among the devices or for connecting to a backbone network.
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1.3 Challenges of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

Though the deployment of a mobile ad hoc network does not take much time

or price, but its functionality faces few major challenges. The following points

are discussed with regards to the MANET challenges:

• Routing in Dynamic Topology: In MANET, the presence of node

mobility changes the link of connectivity between the nodes very fre-

quently. The existing conventional Bellman Ford routing algorithm or

classic Link State algorithms are not applicable for such dynamic net-

work where the topology changes with the free movement of the nodes.

So new routing protocols are required for MANET that can be adaptive

with the topology changes as well as frequent neighbor changes.

• Scalability: Scalability of a network can be defined as the ability to pro-

vide an acceptable level of service even with a large number of nodes. In

mobile ad hoc networks, the nodes are constrained with limited battery

power, computation capability and storage capacity. As the network size

increases, the number of packets forwarded by each node also increases.

This drains the node resources fast, making it dead in a short period.

Similarly, topology maintenance overhead in a scalable dynamic network

is another challenging issue. This ultimately affects the QoS of the net-

work.

• Energy Efficiency: The conventional network protocols never consider

power consumption as an issue since they assume unlimited power supply

for the static nodes and the routers. However, the portable mobile devices

are mostly operated by the batteries whose life span is very limited.

Further, the nodes in the MANET have to perform the role of an end

system (transmitter or receiver ) as well as an intermediate system (

forwarding packets of other nodes) which causes more battery drainage.

So, the design of the protocols for MANET must be energy efficient.
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• Security and Privacy: Mobility implies higher security risks such as

peer-to-peer network architecture or a shared wireless medium accessi-

ble to both legitimate users and malicious attackers. Through neighbor

identity authentication, the nodes can know if the neighbor is friendly or

hostile. But still, maintaining privacy and security in a network where

multiple nodes operate in a self organised manner are challenging issues.

• Lack of central Infrastructure: There exist several solution in a cel-

lular network to handle the mobility of the nodes while routing is the

major concern. But, the lack of any central facility in mobile ad hoc net-

work decreases the routing efficiency as well as the throughput. Thus, in

order to enhance the routing efficiency and resource management of the

network, design of the network with virtual central infrastructure could

be a wise solution.

1.4 Clustering in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

The research is still going on to meet the above challenges in mobile ad hoc

network. Routing in MANET can take place either in a flat structure or in a

hierarchical structure [1]. It has been proved that the packet delivery delay is

reduced in a hierarchical structure than that of in the flat structure resulting

in a better routing efficiency [8]. In large networks, the flat routing structure

produces excessive information flow which can saturate the network. Hierar-

chical routing is an interesting solution for handling such a scalable network

where only selected nodes take the responsibility of routing [9]. Thus, topology

management plays a vital role prior to the actual routing in MANET. Cluster

based structure, which is a typical synonym of the hierarchical structure in

network topology, has become popular since last few decades to improve the

routing efficiency in a dynamic network. This process deals with the formation

of a virtual cellular backbone (VCB), where the cluster heads map to the base

stations in cellular architecture [10].
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1.4.1 Definition

Clustering in MANET can be defined as the virtual partitioning of the dynamic

nodes into various groups. Groups of the nodes are made with respect to their

nearness to other nodes. Two nodes are said to be neighbor of each other when

both of them lie within their transmission range and set up a bidirectional link

between them.

Clusters in MANET can be categorised as overlapping clusters or non-

overlapping clusters as is shown in figure 1.2. The small circles represent the

wireless nodes in the network. The lines joining the nodes denote the con-

Figure 1.2: Overlapping and non-overlapping clusters

nectivity among them. Cluster control structure forms the virtual backbone

of communication where cluster heads are the communication hot spots. The

cluster head works as the local coordinator for its member nodes and does

the resource management among them similar to a base station of cellular

architecture. These cluster heads are responsible for inter cluster and intra-

cluster communication. Inter cluster communication is made possible through

the gateway nodes. A gateway node is a node that works as the common or
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distributed access point for two cluster heads. When a node lies within the

transmission range of two cluster heads and supports inter cluster communi-

cation, it is called the ordinary gateway for two corresponding clusters. A

node having one cluster head as an immediate neighbor in addition to which

it can reach a second cluster head in two hops is a distributed gateway that is

linked to another distributed gateway of other cluster. Both of the distributed

gateways provide the path for the inter-cluster communication as well. The

ordinary nodes of the cluster are the immediate neighbors of the cluster heads.

They have the capability of serving as either a head or a gateway whenever

selected to do so.

Depending on the diameter of the clusters, there exist two kinds of cluster

control architectures, known as one-hop clusters and multi-hop (d-hop) clus-

ters. In one-hop clusters, every member node is at most 1-hop distance away

from the central coordinator called as the cluster head. Thus, all the member

nodes remain at most two hops distance away from each other within a logical

cluster. But in multi hop clusters, the constraint of immediate neighborhood

of members from the head is eliminated by allowing the nodes to be present

at most d-hop distance away from each other to form a cluster [3, 11, 12].

The nodes in the MANET can be either in the flat structure or in hier-

archical structure. Typical mobile ad hoc network is shown in figure 1.3 and

figure 1.4 with flat and hierarchical structure respectively. It may be noted

from the figures that in the flat architecture of MANET, every node bears

equal responsibility to act as a router for forwarding the packets to every other

node. So a great amount of message flooding takes place to achieve efficient

routing. In return, such message flooding reduces the MAC layer efficiency to

certain extent. Cluster control structure can be one possible solution to im-

prove such MAC layer efficiency [1]. But, in the hierarchical structure, nodes

are assigned with different functionalities while acting as cluster head, cluster

gateway or cluster member as shown in the figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.3: Nodes in Flat Structure

Figure 1.4: Nodes in Hierarchical Structure

1.4.2 Cluster Requirement

Qualitative information flow among various nodes is the prime goal of any

communication network. This type of information includes

• The control information that is exchanged between the source and the
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destination prior to the actual data transmission. (i.e. Polling)

• The data information that is routed by various routers to reach the des-

tination.

The overhead of information passing increases considerably when the rout-

ing nodes are mobile and the network topology changes frequently. This causes

instability in the pre-established routes. By the cluster control structure, the

topology updating information and routing information can be reduced to the

exchange of aggregated information between various clusters and the exchange

of detailed topology information to single clusters [13]. This concept localises

the traffic of updating and control messages leading to efficient bandwidth

utilisation in the ad hoc network.

In cellular network, the mobile nodes communicate directly with the fixed

base station reducing the wireless part of communication to a single hop prob-

lem. A number of solutions have been proposed for handling of mobility of

the nodes by this base station. Thus, the mapping of cellular architecture into

peer-to-peer network leads to the concept of clustering [14]. In such a vir-

tual cellular architecture (VCA), cluster heads are selected to play the role of

base stations of the cellular structure. The cluster head along with its one-hop

members form the virtual cells retaining the merits of cellular architecture.

Scalability and bandwidth utilisation in an ad hoc network have considerable

effect on routing efficiency. Keeping track of neighbors in a dynamic network

for efficient routing, further increases the storage cost in a flat structure. The

spatial reuse of major resource like bandwidth is also reduced in case of a

scalable network. Clustering is a proven solution for such situations. The

cluster heads being responsible for storing and forwarding the packets need to

keep the information regarding their neighbor heads or gateways within their

close proximity. This enables to increase the scalability of the network. The

bandwidth utilisation is also increased as limited nodes take part in transmit-

ting the packets. Energy issue is still an unsolved problem for wireless nodes
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[15]. Specially, in a wireless sensor network limited battery power is a major

constraint. The cluster control structure provides solution for efficient energy

management [16]. Here, limited nodes are selected as communication centres

for forwarding data of other nodes. At that time, the remaining nodes can

save their battery power as they don’t take part in packet forwarding.

1.4.3 Phases of Clustering

The process of clustering can be visualised as a combination of two phases,

i.e., cluster formation and cluster maintenance. The cluster formation

phase deals with the logical partition of the mobile nodes into several groups

and selection of a set of suitable nodes to act as heads in every group. In

mobile ad hoc network, where the topology changes frequently, selection of

optimum number of cluster heads is a NP-hard problem [17]. There exists some

representative algorithms that use the parameters like node identity number,

mobility, battery power, degree of connectivity etc. as the factors to decide

its suitability for cluster head [18]. Even some researchers combine multiple

node parameters to select these set of routers in an efficient manner. These

selected nodes are responsible for routing as well as node management in the

mobile network and collectively called as the dominant set in graph theory

terminology [19].

The objective of cluster maintenance is to preserve the existing clustering

structure as much as possible. In one hop clustering, since every node is directly

connected to a cluster head, the mobility of either the member node or the

cluster head may drive them away from each other. There exists a bidirectional

link between these two nodes till both of them are within their transmission

range. When any of them moves away from the other, there occurs a link failure

and the member node searches for another new head within its transmission

range to get affiliated. This kind of situation is called as re-affiliation to a new

head node. A typical example is shown for node 6 in figure 1.3. Here, the
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node 6 moves (shown in the arrow mark) away from its current cluster head

12. When it is out of the transmission range of head 12, it finds the new head

node 7 within its transmission range and gets itself affiliated to node 7 and

becomes its new member. Thus the head nodes 12 and 7 update their member

lists accordingly. A single re-affiliation causes several update messages to flow

between both the old and new cluster heads.

The requirement for the reelection of cluster heads arises when the current

heads fail to cover all the nodes in the network. Sometimes a node may move

away from the transmission range of all the current cluster heads and becomes

an orphan node. This demands a reelection of cluster heads. Even at times

any of the cluster heads may drain out of energy or may even fail to work

due to any fault occurrence and needs a head reelection process. However,

such an unavoidable reelection increases the computation cost and the message

complexity.

1.5 Contributions

In order to proceed with the process of clustering in MANET, the thesis starts

with the detail investigations of the existing algorithms in chapter 2. Simula-

tion survey has been carried out for all the algorithms with respect to their

cluster setup and cluster maintenance. A comparison of the results are also

made to study the flaws and strengths of the algorithm. [dissemination 1]

Proposal of a new clustering algorithm to meet the challanges studied in

chapter 2 starts with the design of a Neighbour Detection Protocol (NDP)

in chapter 3. This protocol enables the nodes to keep track of the one hop

neighbours in the network. The proposed protocol is validated by using the

Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) to ensure its success in handling the data and

control flow.[dissemination 3]

The next contribution of the thesis is the proposal of a Topology Adaptive

Clustering Algorithm (TACA) in chapter 4. This algorithm maintains the
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linked cluster architecture by carefully designing the setup and maintenance

phase.Two types of cluster heads are proposed to enhance the network life time

and cluster stability.[dissemination 4,5,6,7]

The subsequent contribution of the thesis is the design of a topology Control

protocol TRAP in chapter 5. This protocol aims to reduce the cluster main-

tenance overhead by allowing the nodes to adjust their transmission ranges as

and when required.[dissemination 2]

1.6 Organisation of the thesis

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 makes a thorough review of the existing clustering algorithms

for MANET. A complete simulation survey presents the strengths and weak-

nesses of the existing algorithms. The simulation results are discussed with

respect to various cluster maintenance overheads. The survey motivates to

move in the direction of proposing new energy efficient clustering algorithms

for longer network life time and reduced maintenance overhead.

Chapter 3 discusses a well known modelling tool, the Coloured Petri Nets

(CPNs). This tool has been used to validate some of our proposed protocols

and algorithms. To start with, a neighbor detection protocol (NDP) has been

proposed that probes the one-hop neighbors of the nodes in the network. The

protocol has been validated through simulation by using CPN tools. The flow

of the data and control throughout the simulation is discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 discusses the proposed topology adaptive clustering algorithm

(TACA) that uses the NDP for neighbor detection. This algorithm has two

folds. First, it selects a set of volunteer cluster heads by considering the node

mobility and the available battery power as the selecting parameters. Even-

tually, as a cluster head drains its battery power below a threshold value it

invites one of its members having the maximum battery power and minimum

mobility to take up the role of the cluster head. This head is called as the non-
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volunteer cluster head. The process of selecting the cluster heads among their

one-hop neighbors is validated through the CPN simulation. The simulation

ensures that the flow of the control and data follows the requirements of the

algorithm. The performance results of the proposed algorithm are analysed

and compared with existing competent algorithms.

Chapter 5 presents the proposed transmission range adjustment proto-

col that allows the nodes to increase or decrease their transmission range so

that they stay connected to the cluster heads in spite of making frequent

re-affiliations to the other heads. The frequency of cluster head selections are

reduced by the application of this protocol. The number of cluster heads form-

ing the backbone of communication is also reduced by this range adjustment

protocol. The performance results are shown and discussed at the end of the

chapter.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. In this chapter, the work done is sum-

marised, the contributions are highlighted and suggestion for the future work

has been discussed.
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Chapter 2

Literature Survey on Clustering

2.1 Introduction

The concept of partitioning the dynamic network into logical clusters was ini-

tially proposed by Baker et. al. [20]. They have designed a self-starting,

distributed algorithm to establish and maintain a connected architecture even

with the node mobility and node failure. This algorithm is best suited for High

Frequency Intra Task Force (HF ITF) communication network along with other

communication networks such as packet radio network (PRNET), advanced

mobile phone service (AMPS) network and battle field information distributed

system (BID). The HF ITF network is a mobile and widely dispersed general

purpose network that provides extended line of sight (ELOS:50-1000km) com-

munication for naval task force units. Here the nodes are linked via radio waves

from the HF band (2-30MHz). The variation in antenna pattern of the nodes,

noise level, propagation losses and ground wave / sky wave interference change

the connectivity among the nodes. This connectivity is further hampered by

the node movement, node failure and new node addition into the network.

So there is a need for a self organizing reliable network structure that can be

maintained under changing connectivity without the support of a central con-

troller. Due to the wide disperse of the nodes, the classical hidden terminal
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phenomena of wireless communication increases the radio channel transmis-

sion conflict. Thus, the authors of [20] proposed a new architecture called the

linked cluster architecture where the network is organized into a set of node

clusters and each node belongs to at least one cluster. Cluster heads of every

cluster remain in direct communication range of member nodes resolving the

hidden terminal problem by the existing busy tone multiple access (BTMA)

technique [21].

The major five tasks associated with the implementation of linked cluster

architecture [22] are topology sensing, cluster formation, cluster linkage,

link activation and finally routing. To meet the above tasks without relying

on a central coordinator, following three algorithms were developed:

• the Linked Cluster Algorithm (LCA)

• the Link Activation Algorithm (LAA)

• the Routing Algorithm

2.2 Linked Cluster Algorithm (LCA)

The linked cluster algorithm (LCA) performs the job of initial three tasks such

as topology sensing, cluster formation and cluster linkage. Where as the link

activation algorithm (LAA) performs the job of link activation between the

nodes in the network. The routing algorithm covers the details of the routing

operations for packet communication. The objective of the current work is to

focus on the basis of neighborhood detection in changing topology and cluster

formation.

Topology sensing is the initial step in implementing the linked cluster

architecture where the nodes discover their neighbors by the method of probing

as described in [22]. Figure 2.1 shows an example of linked cluster architecture

for a fixed communication range of the nodes in a particular HF sub-band. Here

the cluster heads are connected directly or via the gateway nodes. Due to the
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Figure 2.1: Linked Cluster Architecture for one sub-band [22].

variation in the HF communication range with frequency, separate connectivity

maps are formed based on the communication range and connectivity within

that sub-band. For every sub-band LCA works in two TDMA frames where

every frame is subdivided into N slots as shown in figure 2.2. Each node is

identified by a unique integer from 1 to N and is allocated to transmit control

channel messages related to the algorithm during its own slot in each frame.

During the ith slot of the 1st Frame, node i broadcasts its probe message

(for example, announcing its own identity) and acknowledges the receipt of

previously transmitted probe messages that it has heard (by announcing the

IDs of those nodes it has heard from so far) during the earlier slots of this frame.

A binary CONNECTIVITY matrix stores a value of 1 in the (i,j) position to

indicate the existence of a link between i and j where as a 0 indicates a lack of

connectivity. Thus, at the end of this frame, node i fills in some of the entries

of its CONNECTIVITY matrix.

During 2nd Frame each node broadcasts acknowledgements for probe mes-

sages that it has received since the transmission of its own slot of 1st frame.
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Figure 2.2: Timing of network reorganization. Each node is assigned to one of

N transmission slots [22].

Thus, by the time of ith slot of 2nd frame transmission, node i fills in the ith row

of the connectivity matrix and has the complete knowledge of its neighbors.

During the cluster formation phase of LCA, it uses the rule that the node

with the highest identity number among its neighbors is the first candidate to

claim cluster head status as in figure 2.1. A node i first checks its connectivity

row in the matrix and if no neighbor with higher identity number is found, it

becomes the cluster head. If one or more neighbors exist with higher identity

number, the highest numbered neighbor becomes the cluster head. Also, the

node i checks whether it is the highest neighbor of other node j . Thus, at the

end of the 2nd frame the nodes know their NODESTATUS and broadcast it

for the implementation of the next task of link cluster architecture, i.e. linking

of clusters by LAA.
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The LCA uses a very simple cluster head selection strategy for its imple-

mentation. However, this TDMA approach suffers from the fact that every

node needs to maintain an accurate global time among them which is possible

only by the presence of a central timer. Moreover, partitioning the frames into

number of slots is typically not possible as the node numbers in a dynamic net-

work can not be known a priori. The identity of the nodes being the deciding

factor for the cluster heads, the method of number assignment to the nodes

become very crucial part of the proposed organisation. The higher numbered

nodes have a greater tendency to become heads unless it is completely covered

by another cluster head. Further, the situation of node and/or link addition

and deletion in the clusters (i.e. the cluster maintenance) is not being consid-

ered by the authors. In a nutshell, LCA could not meet certain criteria of the

ad hoc network, but could become the base algorithm for other benchmark

algorithms.

Once the clusters are formed in the network, it is very much required to

maintain the cluster structure in the network. The node mobility frequently

change the network topology as well as the node connectivity. A proper cluster

maintenance strategy would be required, so that the LCA is retained. The fol-

lowing parameters may be considered with regard to the cluster maintenance:

• Node Re-affiliation: In the cluster formation phase of the LCA, cluster

heads are selected for every cluster. The one-hop neighbors of the head

become the cluster members. A non-head node having connectivity to

multiple cluster heads can select only one to get affiliated as its member.

By the virtue of mobility, either the cluster head or the cluster member

may go out of range of each other breaking the link between them. At

this time, the non-head node try to connect with another head in its

proximity. This process is defined as the node re-affiliation [23]. Node

re-affiliation is very much required to retain the node connectivity in the

network. However, frequent node re-affiliation increases the number of

messages to be exchanged by the nodes consuming the communication
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bandwidth. It also degrades the cluster stability and routing stability by

changing the path very often. Thus, to reduce the cluster maintenance

overhead, the frequency of node re-affiliation should be as less as possible.

• Node Re-election: In the dynamic topology of MANET, the change

in link between the nodes occur very frequently. After the initial cluster

formation phase, any of the existing nodes may move to an isolated area,

where it may not establish the connectivity to other nodes. In such a

situation, the node has to act as an isolated head without having any

cluster members. This changes the set of cluster members, or in the

graph theory terminology the members of the dominant set is changed.

Further, the light weight mobile devices are battery operated, which is

a major constraint. An existing head may consume its battery power

completely at any time and may become dead. This requires another

head to get selected in the network resulting a change in the dominant

set. So it is understood that, cluster formation phase must be followed

by a maintenance phase so that as much as of the clustering structure is

retained. However, a single cluster head re-election leads to several node

re-affiliations resulting higher communication and computation overhead

due to message exchanges.

• Average No. of Cluster Heads: This parameter decides the length of

communication backbone. In the LCA, communication of packets take

place through the virtual backbone consisting of cluster heads. To reduce

the end-to-end delay in communication, the number of hops in the virtual

back bone should be as less as possible [24].

All the above cluster maintenance parameters are the overheads, that need

to be minimised. The following section focuses on the cluster formation phase

of the linked cluster architecture while explaining the existing clustering algo-

rithms with their basis of cluster formation as well as the cluster maintenance

in the presence of node mobility.
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2.3 Lowest ID Algorithm (LID)

A small variation to LCA [20] was proposed by Ephremides et. al.in [25]

and it was named as the Lowest ID (LID) algorithm. In this algorithm, every

node is assigned with a unique non-negative identification number which is the

deciding factor for the status of a node. In a mobile packet radio network, a

node has no a priori knowledge of the locations of other nodes as well as the

connectivity of the network. So, as a first task when the network comes up,

the connectivity among the nodes is discovered by every other node. This is

accomplished by every single node that broadcasts its own ID to its neighbors.

At the same time it also receives the same from its neighbors. (The term

neighbor defines the set of nodes that can hear the messages directly.) If a node

listens to all the IDs that are higher than its own ID , then it declares itself

as the cluster head among its immediate neighbors. And the neighbor nodes

whose status is not yet decided become the members of the newly selected

head. This process is repeated till all the nodes are assigned with the role of a

head or a member of a cluster. This algorithm provides a solution to avoid the

hidden terminal problem of wireless communication as well as how to make

a quick recovery from the node or link failure in the dynamic network. This

algorithm does not allow two cluster heads to be neighbors at any point of

time. So the gateway nodes provide the path for inter cluster communication.

TDMA based probing message exchange is used here to ensure a contention

free communication. It does not target to achieve minimum number of clusters,

but ensures to produce a connected network.

LID retains its utility as a benchmark, for producing reasonably stable

cluster control architecture as discussed by Gerla et. al. in [26] where the

stability of clusters is much better than that of the contemporary algorithms

[8]. However, as node ID is the only deciding factor for it to be a cluster

head, the lower ID nodes are biased to become the heads all the time resulting

in faster energy drainage of those nodes which in turn perturbs the cluster
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stability.

2.3.1 Result Discussion of LID

The performance results for Lowest ID (LID) algorithm are shown in this sec-

tion. Figure 2.3 depicts the average number of clusters formed with the varia-

tion of the transmission range. Here, the number of nodes N is considered as
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Figure 2.3: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads for LID.

30, 40, and 50. The population of the cluster heads is shown in figure 2.3 whose

value reduces with the increase in transmission range. As discussed earlier, the

LID algorithm does not allow two cluster heads to remain as neighbors of each

other. So,one node is forced to resign from its current status of cluster head

and joins as the member of the other. This increases the frequency of cluster

head updations (i.e. reelection ) as well as the frequency of re-affiliation by

the member nodes as shown in figure 2.4 and figure 2.5 respectively.

There occurs considerable rise in the frequency of reaffiliation for the lower

transmission ranges where as it decreases slowly with increase in transmission
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Figure 2.4: Frequency of Cluster Head Re-elections for LID.
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Figure 2.5: Frequency of node re-affiliations for LID.

range. This happens because the lower transmission range reduces the size

of the cluster zone keeping most of the nodes at the boundary, so that even
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for a slight movement they leave the current cluster boundary and join other

clusters as their new members. With the increase in the range, the cluster

head periphery is increased to accommodate more members within it.

The frequency of cluster head reelections that takes place at lower trans-

mission range is comparatively more than that at high transmission range as

in figure 2.4. The reason is, at lower transmission range, the number of cluster

heads is high and the probability that two cluster heads will come closer to

each other is quite high. Thus a considerable amount of node head resigna-

tion (due to the non-neighborhood constraint) occurs resulting the number of

reelections (or updations) of the heads to take place.

2.4 Highest Connectivity Algorithm (HC)

Highest Connectivity Algorithm that was proposed by Parekh in [27] is a

variant of LCA. This algorithm aims to reduce the number of clusters in the

network. In every cluster there exists a cluster head that belongs to the dom-

inating set. If Ni represents the set of adjacent nodes of a particular node i

, then the degree of connectivity of i is represented as Di = |Ni|, where |Ni|
is the cardinality of i . In the HC algorithm, a node having highest degree

of connectivity is selected as the cluster head. And the adjacent node whose

status is not yet decided becomes the member of the selected cluster head. A

higher degree of connectivity ensures efficient service to the member nodes by

minimizing the number of heads. Here the efficiency means lowering the delay

in communication through the head nodes.

However, this algorithm results in low throughput. This happens because

every cluster is assigned with some resources that are shared among all the

nodes in the cluster in a near equal manner. So, an increased number of

nodes in a cluster reduce the throughput and finally the system performance

is degraded. Moreover, the mobility of nodes changes the degree of connectivity

of the node very frequently leading to more number of cluster head re-elections
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as well as link updations. Thus, the maintenance cost of the clusters is worse

than the configuration counterpart. The poor cluster stability of the algorithm

decreases its application in real world situation in spite of its reduced delay in

packet communication.

2.4.1 Result Discussion of HC

The performance result for the highest connectivity algorithm (HC) has been

depicted in this section where figure 2.6 shows that the number of clusters in the

network reduces as the transmission range of the nodes increases. This happens
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Figure 2.6: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads for HC

because the higher transmission range enhances the degree of connectivity of

the nodes and more number of nodes can emerge within a single cluster. Being

connectivity based algorithm, this algorithm suffers from higher cluster head

re-election rate and frequency of node re-affiliations to the cluster heads. It is

true because the mobility of the nodes changes their degree of connectivity, so

that for a single connectivity change of the node, the weight of the head may
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change enforcing re-election and subsequent re-affiliations to occur. It could

be observed from figure 2.7 and figure 2.8 respectively.
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Figure 2.7: Frequency of Cluster Head Re-elections for HC.
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Figure 2.8: Frequency of node re-affiliations for HC.
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2.5 Mobility Metric Based Algorithm (MO-

BIC)

A mobility metric based version of lowest ID algorithm MOBIC was proposed

by Basu et al. in [28]. The algorithm uses mobility based metric as cluster

formation basic and calculation of weights of the nodes in the network. To

compute the relative motion of a node with respect to its neighbors, the authors

have proposed to use the ratio of two consecutive signal strengths received by

a node. Thus the relative mobility metric which is denoted as:

M rel
Y (X) = 10 log10

RxP
new
r X → Y

RxP old
r X → Y

(2.1)

at a node Y with respect to X, gives either a positive or negative value de-

pending on the value of the numerator. Here RxPr is the received signal power

received from node X. When (RxP
new
r X → Y ) > (RxP

old
r X → Y ) the result

gives a positive value indicating that both the nodes are approaching each

other. Similarly, when (RxP
new
r X → Y ) < (RxP

old
r X → Y ) the logarithm

of the ratio gives a negative value indicating that the nodes are moving away

from each other. Thus, a node having N number of neighbors will have N

such values of M rel
Y . The aggregate local mobility MY of a node Y is calcu-

lated by taking the variance of the entire set of relative mobilities. That is,

MY = var(M rel
Y (X1), M

rel
Y (X2), ....., M

rel
Y (Xl)) where the variance is taken with

respect to 0. The motivation behind calculating the variance of relative mobil-

ity metric with respect to each neighbor is that, a lower value of MY indicates

Y to be less mobile with respect to its neighbors. Hence, choosing a relatively

low mobile node to act as a cluster head yields a better cluster stability. This

heuristic is most applicable in a group mobility model where the nodes move

in a group and is easy to find the relative mobility of a node with respect to its

neighbors. But the situation where nodes move independently, it is difficult to

find the relative mobility metric for every individual node. The relative mo-

bility needs two consecutive ”hello” messages to be transmitted. This further
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degrades the MAC efficiency by increasing the message exchanges.

Once the relative mobility metric for every node is decided, MOBIC is

called upon the nodes. MOBIC works almost same as the Lowest ID algo-

rithm, where the node IDs are replaced by the relative mobility metrics of

each node. A node with the lowest value of MY amongst its neighbors becomes

the cluster head; else it becomes a cluster member. When two cluster heads

accidentally come within their transmission range, re-clustering is deferred for

Cluster-Contention-Interval (CCI) period [8]. If they remain within the range

even after the CCI period, then re-clustering is invoked and the node with

higher mobility metric resigns from its present status. In MOBIC the need of

collecting the relative speed information from the neighbors degrades its per-

formance, because continuous movement of the nodes in MANET may provide

inaccurate mobility information during cluster set up time.

2.5.1 Result Discussion of MOBIC

The result of the MOBIC algorithm is depicted in this section. The result for

the average number of cluster heads is shown in figure 2.9. This is almost same

as that of the LID algorithm except for the rate of decay in values which is

slower in comparison to that of the former one. The reason is that, the two

neighbor cluster heads are allowed to retain their role for a Cluster Contention

Interval (CCI) period. As the reelection is deferred till the expiry of a CCI time

period, the frequency of re-election of cluster heads is reduced to a great extent

as in figure 2.10. For the number of re-affiliations by the nodes to the cluster

heads as in figure 2.11, it is quite high like HC algorithm. And it converges to

that of LID only when the transmission range is very high [28].
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Figure 2.9: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads for MOBIC
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Figure 2.10: Frequency of Cluster Head Re-elections for MOBIC

2.6 Distributed Mobility Adaptive Algorithm

(DCA, DMAC)

Basagni et. al. presented an extension of [14] in [29] as a distributed clustering

algorithm (DCA) that is mobility adaptive and truly distributed in nature.33
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Figure 2.11: Frequency of node re-affiliations for MOBIC

This algorithm is a generic weight based cluster formation algorithm. Here

each node is associated with a parameter called the weight (i.e. ≥ 0) that

decides the role of a node. The weight of a node may be the function of its

transmission range or node mobility.

DCA does not allow the change in network topology during the execution of

the algorithm. A node having bigger weight among all its one-hop neighbors

is selected as the cluster head (ties are broken by using LID). An ordinary

node opts to join a cluster head with the biggest weight when it comes across

several other heads in its proximity. This algorithm explains well for the cluster

formation where as the maintenance of the clusters in the presence of node

mobility is not specified by the authors. DCA is mostly applicable for a static

or a quasi static network.

In the distributed and mobility adaptive clustering algorithm DMAC [30]

proposed by the same authors, the cluster formation process is almost same as

that of DCA. However, the non-mobility of nodes during the execution of the

algorithm is eliminated here, making it truly mobility adaptive. DMAC claims
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to be the most suitable algorithm for the cluster formation and maintenance in

the presence of node mobility. It starts with the assumption that every node

knows its own ID, weight and status in the network as well as the same for its

one-hop neighbors. This proves that the cluster head is selected only with the

knowledge of its local topology.

The major weakness of this algorithm lies with the lower weighted nodes.

A lower weighted node decides its role only after all the 1-hop neighbor nodes

with higher weight have decided their role. The worst case scenario occurs

when the network topology contains a chain of nodes whose weights are in

sorted order as shown in figure 2.6(a,b,c). Here, after the first iteration of the

algorithm, only node 1 is able to decide its role where as that of the other

nodes remain undecided. Node 3 can decide its role only when node 2 joins to

1 as a member node. Hence, node 6 has to wait for a long way to decide its

own role as a cluster head or a member node.

Further, Vilzmann et. al. explains the chain activity in DMAC, which is

the major drawback of the algorithm, when a higher weighted node is added

to the network or a link failure occurs between a cluster head and one of its

member nodes [31].

2.6.1 Result Discussion of DMAC

The simulation result for DMAC is discussed in this section. The results for

average number of cluster heads are shown in figure 2.13. It can be clearly

observed that the result for the average number of cluster heads in the network

remains almost same to that of figure 2.3 and figure 2.6. The reason is that

the lowest ID algorithm chooses the node with lowest identification as the

cluster head and the highest connectivity algorithm chooses a node with higher

connectivity as the cluster head. When the network scenario remains same for

the simulation of both the algorithms, the number of cluster heads selected for

both of them remains same. Similarly, the authors of DMAC algorithm have
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(a) Node 1 decides its role

(b) Node 3 decides its role after 2 has become member of 1

(c) Node 5 decides its role after 4 has become member of 3

Figure 2.12: Worst case scenario of DMAC algorithm to decide the node status

not specified the criteria for the cluster head selection procedure. So the current

simulation considers the lower ID method of cluster head selection. However,

the maintenance strategy is completely different for all three algorithms which

is clearly visible in the figures for the frequency of re-affiliation and frequency

of re-election. The following two criteria of DMAC increase the re-affiliation

and reelections per unit time:

• No two cluster heads can be neighbors of each other, i.e. whenever two

cluster heads come within their range of transmission, the head with the
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Figure 2.13: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads for DMAC

lower weight value has to resign from its current role and join the head

with the higher weight. Thus, there occurs a reelection and several re-

affiliations by the members of the previous head by a chain activity as

discussed earlier.

• When a member node comes within the transmission range of another

head node whose weight is more than its current head, then it withdraws

its affiliation from the current head and joins the new head resulting in

further re-affiliation (i.e. every node tries to be connected with the most

suitable node in its proximity).

The result of the frequency of re-election of cluster heads and re-affiliations

by the nodes are shown in figure 2.14 and figure 2.15 respectively.
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Figure 2.14: Frequency of Cluster Head Re-elections for DMAC
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Figure 2.15: Frequency of node re-affiliations for DMAC

2.7 Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA)

Das et. al. have proposed a weighted clustering algorithm WCA in [23,32,33]

where the re-election takes place with the occurrence of certain events i.e., when
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there is a demand for it. Node parameters like degree of connectivity, mobility,

transmission power and available battery power are considered for selection

of a cluster head and are given different weights depending on the network

scenario. For example, sensor networks where energy is a major constraint,

battery power could be given higher weight. The combined weight of every

node is calculated as Wc = w1Dv + w2Mv + w3Tv + w4Pv , where Dv is the

difference of the cardinality of the neighbors of a node v represented as |Nv|
and a scenario based threshold δ which limits the upper bound for the number

of members in a cluster, i.e. Dv = ||Nv|−δ|. Mv is the average speed of a node

since the last reelection taken place and Tv =
∑

dist(v, v̄), where v̄ is the set

of neighbor nodes of v . Pv is the cumulative time for which the node remains

as the cluster head. All these parameters are normalised to a predetermined

value and the weighing factors are chosen so that

4∑

k=1

Wk = 1. (2.2)

Initially, the node having the smallest weight is selected as the initial cluster

head and its 1 hop neighbors become the members of the cluster. These covered

set of nodes are exempted from taking part in the further selection [17]. This

process is repeated till all the nodes are allocated a status of either a head

or an ordinary member. Fair distribution of load among the cluster heads

are tried to make by restricting the upper limit for number of member nodes

within a cluster. Such restriction of member nodes also improves the MAC

layer efficiency. The cluster heads work in a dual power mode, i.e. it works in

a low power mode for intra cluster communication and in a high power mode

for inter cluster communication.

However, the limitation of the algorithm lies in yielding the global min-

ima of weight values in the network. To have a distributed solution of the

algorithm, a large number of information are stored and exchanged among the

nodes to find the smallest weight. This becomes worse with the increase in

network size. To continue with the limitations, the freezing time of mobility
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Figure 2.16: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads for WCA

of nodes is high for the cluster setup. This is due to the need for computing so

much of information for every node to calculate the combined weight. When-

ever a reelection takes place the combined weight of every node needs to be

calculated, resulting in further increase of the computation cost. Finally, the

major drawback of this algorithm lies with not retaining the property of the

lowest weight value to be the cluster head. This happens as WCA does not

re-cluster when a member node changes its attaching cluster head [27]. That

is, there may be a situation when a low weight node may enter into a cluster

whose head is of higher value than this newly entered node.

2.7.1 Result Discussion of WCA

This section discusses about the results of WCA algorithm. The variation

in node population does not have any effect on the cluster population for

higher transmission ranges as shown in figure 2.16. Moreover, the on-demand

clustering algorithm defers the re-election of cluster heads till the current set
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of cluster heads become unable to cover all the nodes in the network, i.e. the

reelection takes place for the following cases:

• Whenever a member node goes out of the transmission range of all the

cluster heads

• Whenever a current head goes out of the range of its member nodes

leaving them as orphan nodes.

This reduces the frequency of re-elections to great extent. The cluster heads in

this algorithm remain as neighbors to enhance the backbone connectivity which

in turn reduces the number of re-elections and re-affiliations as shown in figure

2.17 and figure 2.18 respectively. It can be observed that WCA outperforms
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Figure 2.17: Frequency of Cluster Head Re-elections for WCA

any of the algorithms in terms of the re-affiliation and re-election rate of the

mobile nodes in the dynamic network. WCA uses an upper threshold for the

number of members in a cluster. This increases the re-affiliation rate at lower

transmission range which is denoted in figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18: Frequency of node re-affiliations for WCA

2.8 Generalised Distributed Mobility Adaptive

Algorithm (GDMAC)

A variation of DMAC algorithm is proposed by Ghosh et. al. in [34] known as

a Generalised Distributed Mobility Adaptive Clustering (GDMAC) algorithm.

The algorithm improves the performance of DMAC by eliminating the restric-

tions imposed on the nodes and the following changes are incorporated into

it:

• In the clustered architecture of the mobile network, the maximum num-

ber of heads that are allowed to be neighbors at any time is K.

• A member node within a cluster re-affiliates to a newly arrived clus-

ter head only when the weight of the new head exceeds by a threshold

amount of H over the weight of its current head.

It is clear that the first condition reduces number of reelections that was

present in DMAC while the lower weight head was forced to resign from its role
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when a higher weight node comes to its neighbor. The value of K needs to be

optimized as a lower valued K definitely keeps the number of cluster heads to

a restricted size, but in turn it may not be able to outperform over DMAC for

the number of reelections. Similarly, a higher valued K might reduce the rate of

reelections to a significant value, but at the outset it increases the cardinality of

the dominant set, which may further decrease the routing efficiency. Thus, K

can be defined as the cluster density control parameter for the whole network.

The second point introduces the threshold H which restricts the number

of re-affiliations to take place when a member node comes in contact with

multiple cluster heads. The higher the value of H, the lower is the chance that

a node will switch to a new cluster. Thus, H can be defined as the member

density control parameter for a single cluster. By nullifying both the values of

H and K, GDMAC algorithm converges to the original DMAC algorithm.

2.8.1 Result Discussion of GDMAC

This section depicts the result of the GDMAC algorithm. It can be seen

that the frequency of reelection of cluster heads shown in figure 2.19 has a

remarkable improvement over that of DMAC.

As explained earlier, GDMAC algorithm basically depends on two factors

such as K and H. In the current simulation K is considered as 3, i.e. a maximum

of 3 cluster heads are allowed to be neighbors of each other. Similarly the

weight difference threshold H , is considered to be 32 in this case. It is worth

noting that, higher value of K could increase the cluster population as in figure

2.19 and decreases the frequency of reelection of cluster heads and frequency

of re-affiliations as in figure 2.20 and 2.21. A comparison between DMAC and

GDMAC for the cluster population is explained in [34]. But the value of H

could change only the number of cluster changes by the nodes in the network.

A higher H definitely causes lower re-affiliations as the nodes are allowed to

stay connected with the existing head when the weight difference between the
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Figure 2.19: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads for GDMAC

current head and the other neighbor head is less than that of the threshold

value.

2.9 Weight Based Clustering Algorithm (WBCA)

Another weight based clustering algorithm WBCA has been proposed by Yang

et. al. in [35]. This algorithm is a modification over the WCA algorithm that

takes the mean connectivity degree and battery power into consideration for

calculating the weight of nodes. The mean connectivity degree of a node is

calculated as

Cv =

∑Nv

i=1 Nvi + Nv

Nv + 1
(2.3)

where Nvi is the degree of connectivity of ith neighbor of node v , and Nv

is the degree of connectivity of node v . The consumed energy of a node is
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Figure 2.20: Frequency of Cluster Head Re-elections for GDMAC
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Figure 2.21: Frequency of node re-affiliations for GDMAC

calculated as

Ev =

q∑

i=1

Nvi × e (2.4)
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where q is the time of period during which the node v acts as cluster head

and Nvi is the degree of a node v acting as cluster head at ith times. e is the

consumed battery power per degree for clusterhead in a period. Finally, the

combined weight is calculated as Wv = w1DDv + w2Ev , where DDv is the

degree difference and is defined as |Nv − Cv| for every node v . The values of

w1 and w2 are the weighing factors that depend on the system requirements

and w1 + w2 = 1. Unlike Lowest ID (LID) and Highest Connectivity (HC)

algorithms, WBCA gives a uniform distribution of time for which the nodes

act as cluster head. This also reduces the computation cost of cluster setup as

it calculates only two values DDv and Ev for calculating the combined weight.

However, calculating the mean connectivity degree of a single node needs to

know the degree of connectivity of all its neighbor nodes. This is typically

an unpredictable situation in a dynamic network as the mobility of nodes

frequently changes its degree of connectivity. Thus like WCA, this algorithm

also needs a considerable amount of freezing time for the nodes before the

actual cluster setup.

2.9.1 Result Discussion of WBCA

The results of WBCA for the number of cluster heads remain same to that

of WCA algorithm as shown in figure 2.22. WBCA is the weighted variance

of the WCA algorithm. That is, the weights of the nodes depend on different

parameters in comparison to that of WCA. As a result, there occurs slight

change in the simulation result for the frequency of reelection and frequency

of re-affiliation of WBCA algorithm. the reelection rate as shown in figure

2.23 is the same as that of WCA. However, the frequency of cluster changes

/ re-affiliations by the nodes is shown in figure 2.24 is marginally lower than

that of WCA.
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Figure 2.22: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads for WBCA
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Figure 2.23: Frequency of Cluster Head re-election for WBCA

2.10 Comparison of the Algorithms

In the previous sections, we have presented the basics of cluster formation for

different one-hop clustering algorithms along with their simulation result in
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Figure 2.24: Average Cluster Changes by nodes for WBCA

the direction of cluster maintenance. The graphs comparing the results of all

the above algorithms are presented in this section. It can be observed from the

comparison of the graphs that, the pattern of the results are almost similar for

most of the algorithms. Even for some algorithms the differences are marginal.

But some algorithms like HC provides worse performance in some cases where

as MOBIC has the worst result for some other maintenance parameters. So

this can be concluded that each of these algorithms has its own strengths and

weaknesses. Depending on the network condition and requirement, any of the

algorithms can be chosen for implementation prior to the actual routing job.

For example, LID results in an overall good performance among other algo-

rithms in achieving the cluster population, re-affiliation overhead and number

of reelections as shown in the figures. But the identification based weight cal-

culation criteria biases the lower ID nodes to become the heads all the time.

This may cause faster resource drainage or even node failure to such lower ID

nodes.

Similarly HC succeeds in minimising the number of clusters as shown in
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Figure 2.25: Comparison of algorithms for avg. no. of cluster heads

figure 2.25 so that the routing delay is minimised due to reduced number of

routing heads. But at the same time the re-elections and the number of re-

affiliations are compromised as shown in figures 2.26 and figure 2.27 which

does not encourage a designer to choose this algorithm for implementation.

MOBIC and GDMAC have a higher cluster population as shown in figure

2.25 because they allow more than one cluster heads to exist as neighbors

for a Cluster Contention Interval (CCI) period or till their weight difference

exceeds a threshold value H . Higher cluster population of these two algorithms

may increase the routing delay and affect the QoS of the network layer. But,

when the stability of clusters is concerned, MOBIC and GDMAC provide the

best result due to their lower reelection rate as shown in figure 2.26. So, for

these two algorithms it may be concluded that they provide better cluster

stability or the route stability (as the cluster heads are the routers of the

dynamic network) at the cost of increasing routing hops or the delay in packet

forwarding. MOBIC has a very high re-affiliation rate than GDMAC as shown

in figure 2.27. So more control messages are exchanged for member updation
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Figure 2.26: Comparison of algorithms for frequency of reelections of cluster

heads

between the current head and the newly affiliated head reducing the efficiency

of MOBIC.

WCA and WBCA provide better overall performance when all the per-

formance metrics are considered. But they need multiple parameters to be

considered for its weight calculation. Thus initial cluster setup is delayed due

to the weight calculation and become the designer’s choice to decide upon.

Further, finding the lowest weight node among all the nodes in the network is

not truly distributed in nature. However, the on demand reelection enhances

the cluster stability by reducing the number of reelections in 2.26. They also

provide lowest re-affiliation overhead in 2.27. In a nutshell, WCA and WBCA

can be better option if cluster setup delay is compromised.

Finally, DMAC provides an average performance for all the parameters

with a medium frequency of re-affiliations by the cluster nodes and reelection

frequency. Its major strength is its mobility adaptive ness during cluster setup.

That is node mobility is not freezed during cluster setup. Also, clustering is
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Figure 2.27: Comparison of algorithms for frequency of re-affiliation by the

nodes

done with the knowledge of the local topology of the nodes in a distributive

fashion. So in a mobile ad hoc network where topology change can not be

avoided even during the cluster setup, this algorithm proves to be most appli-

cable than any other existing one-hop clustering algorithms.

2.11 Summary

This chapter makes a thorough survey of clustering algorithms in MANET.

In particular, the algorithms under consideration are single hop representa-

tives of the energy constrained ad hoc network. The emphasis is given mostly

on the cluster formation principles and the cluster maintenance parameters

of the algorithms. Simulation results are discussed to describe the effect of

transmission range and the size of the network on the parameters like cluster

density, frequency of reelection, frequency of cluster changes in the dynamic

network. Partitioning the mobile nodes is a NP-hard problem. So researchers
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have aimed to obtain either a minimum dominant set or maximum cluster

stability by reducing the number of reelections and reaffiliations by the mobile

nodes. The principle of partitioning the nodes varies in different algorithms

by emphasizing various node parameters such as mobility, connectivity, identi-

fication, remaining battery power and sometimes the combination of multiple

parameters. However, it could be seen that energy constraint which is a major

challenge in this kind of network has not been emphasized properly in any of

the algorithm. This provides a motivation for designing an energy efficient

clustering algorithm that could reduce the maintenance overhead as well as

could increase the cluster stability.
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Chapter 3

Neighbour Detection Protocol:

A CPN Approach for Validation

3.1 Introduction

With the advent in wireless communication and reduction in price of personal

communication devices, the Internet services have reached every corner of the

world. The demand of instant networking services has been tremendously

increased in the areas of education, entertainment, business centres and emer-

gency services. Ad hoc networks meet these demands quickly and cheaply as it

does not need any time for its deployment. The ability of multi-hop network to

do the data communication is possible by forwarding the packets through im-

mediate neighbours. Thus, the connectivity among the nodes play a vital role

in packet forwarding as well as resource sharing in the network. The node mo-

bility changes their position in the network and so as the connectivity to their

neighbors. In the MANET, the wireless nodes move freely while remaining

reachable to each other. With fixed topology network, a connectivity matrix

can be generated to identify the connections between the nodes. However, for

MANET the generation of a connectivity matrix, where the frequent updation

is required to reflect the changes in the network topology, is very difficult.
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In this chapter, a neighbour detection protocol has been proposed that

enables the nodes to find their one hop neighbours in the network. The protocol

is modelled by using the well known Coloured Petri Net (CPN) tools and

validated through simulation.

3.2 An Overview of Coloured Petri Nets

Coloured Petri Nets is a modelling tool that combines the strength of Petri-

Nets with the strengths of formal modelling language. Petri Nets are also called

as the Place-Transition Nets where a set of places and transitions provide the

primitives for describing synchronisation of concurrent processes. The formal

modelling language (ML) provides the primitives for definition of data types

and manipulation of their data values.

From the system engineering point of view, it is wise to test and verify

the properties of the system to eliminate any possible design errors before the

actual implementation or deployment of the system takes place. Coloured Petri

Nets have tools, known as the CPN tools that provide a graphical environment

to model and simulate any proposed system to analyse it with respect to its

required flow of operation. CPN is a formal method which is suitable for

modelling analysing complex systems where hierarchy can be created, timing

information can be included and complex information can be handled by using

siple tokens [36]. Modelling a system using coloured petri nets is useful in

which communication, synchronisation and resource sharing plays vital role.

This is because, CPNs supports concurrency, non-determinism and distributive

which are inherent to most of the system models.

3.2.1 Petri Nets

Petri nets are promising graphical and mathematical modelling tools for de-

scribing and studying information processing systems. The concepts of Petri
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Nets came into existence in the year 1962 by C.A. Petri, where as from the

year 1970 to 1975 the computation structure group at MIT conducted sev-

eral petri-net related research and produced many reports and thesis on petri

nets. Petri Nets could be used to model any system that can be described

graphically like flow charts and needs some means of representing parallel or

concurrent activities [37]. Few of the application areas include the commu-

nication protocols, discrete-event systems, fault-tolerant systems, distributed

database systems and multiprocessor memory systems.

The concepts of Petri Nets could be easily understood by a resource al-

location system as shown in figure 3.1. Let us assume that we have a set of

Figure 3.1: States of the processes in the resource allocation system [37]

processes which could be different computer programs and have a set of re-

sources which could be the facilities shared by the programs. As seen in the

above figure, we have two sets of processes, i.e., the P -processes and the Q-
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processes. The processes are cyclic and during the individual parts of its cycle,

the process needs to have exclusive access to a varying amount of the resources.

As shown in the figure, the P -processes can be in four different states. Simi-

larly, the Q-process have five different states and for each of these states, the

required amount of resources is specified. Altogether, we have two P -processes

and two Q-processes as shown by the arrows in the figure 3.1. Here it specifies

the demands of the processes by describing the possible states. So, we say it

is a state oriented system. However, the demands can also be explained as

action oriented as shown in figure 3.2, where it gives the detailed description

of the possible actions [37].

Figure 3.2: Actions of the processes in the resource allocation system [37]

In contrast to the above discussion, petri net specifications of the resource

allocation problem is both state-oriented and action-oriented at the same time.

The states of the resource allocation system are indicated by means of circles

that are called places and the actions of the resource allocation system are
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indicated by means of rectangles, called the transitions.

A simple Petri Net model is shown in figure 3.3 [38], where places and

transitions are connected with arrows or arcs. Arcs indicate flows from the

Figure 3.3: Sample petri net model [38]

place to transition or from transition to the place. Sometimes the arcs are

labelled with a positive integer called the weight of that particular arc. For

example, a k-weighted arc can be interpreted as the set of k parallel arcs. The

initial state of a Petri Net graph is called the initial marking M0. A marking

assigns to each place a non-negative integer called the token or resource of the

place. If t tokens are assigned to a place then it is marked with t number of

black dots inside it in the graphical representation. In a Petri Net model, the

transition that represents the action of a system can have certain number of

input and output places representing the pre-condition and post-condition of

the action. An action can occur or a transition can fire [38]:

• If each input place P of transition t is marked with at least w(p, t) tokens,

where w(p, t) is the weight of the arc from P to t. A fired transition t
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removes w(p, t) tokens from each input place P of t, and adds w(t, P )

tokens to each output place P of t, where w(t, P ) is the weight of the arc

from t to P .

• Depending on whether or not the event actually takes place, the transi-

tion may or may not fire.

A transition without any input place is called a source transition, and one

without any output place is called a sink transition. A source transition is

unconditionally enabled, and the firing of a sink transition consumes tokens

but does not produce any. In figure 3.3, the model represents the well known

chemical reaction: 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O. Two tokens in each input place show

that two units of H2 and O2 are available, and the transition t is enabled.

After firing t, the state that occurs is shown in figure 3.3, where the transition

t is no longer enabled. After taking 2 tokens from the H2 place, it is left with

no more tokens with in it. Where as the place O2 is left with one token as the

occurrence of transition removes only one token from it. The inscription on

the arc indicates the number of tokens that can pass through it.

However, the limitations with the traditional petri nets are that, it does not

support to design large complex models where modular structure is required.

Similarly, the data types handled by the model are very limited for which the

model becomes unnecessarily larger even while modelling small systems. More-

over, it is not possible to involve the time concept into it nor does it support

to check for the availability of zero tokens in a place. All these limitations led

to the design of high level Petri Nets called the Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs).

3.2.2 Coloured Petri Nets

Coloured Petri Nets [39] provide a frame work for the construction and analysis

of distributed and concurrent systems [40]. A CPN model describes the states

that the system may obtain and the possible transitions in between them. The
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strength of CPNs over traditional Petri Nets is that, it supports hierarchy,

colour, and time in the model.

Hierarchy in the CPNs indicate that the models can be structured into

number of related modules. This concept is based on the concept of hierarchical

structuring of the programming language, that supports the bottom-up or top-

down style. Modules created can be reused in several parts of the CPN model

and further sub-modules can be created from it. The modules of the CPNs

are called pages. A complex model can have as many as hundreds of pages

similar to a lengthy and complex program, that is divided into several mod-

ules. In hierarchical CPNs, a transition and its associated components make a

link to another CPNs providing a more precise and detailed description of the

activity represented by the transition. Such transitions are called the substitu-

tion transitions. The hierarchy inscription in the substitution transition define

the details of the substitution in separate modules called the sub-pages. The

places in a sub-page are marked with an input tag In-tag, output tag Out-tag

or input/output tag I/O-tag. These places are called the port places. They

constitute the interface through which the sub page communicates with its

surroundings. Figure 3.4 represents a port place, where the place is assigned

with I/O-tag. The sub page receives tokens from its surroundings through the

Figure 3.4: Sample place in CPN

input port. It delivers tokens to its surroundings through the output ports

and the I/O port communicates to its surroundings in both way. The places
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associated with a substitution transition are called the socket places. The port

places of the sub pages are related to the socket places of the substitution

transition by providing the port assignments [practitioner’s guide]. When a

port place is assigned to a socket place, the two places become identical. The

port place and the socket place are two different representations of a single

conceptual place, i.e. the port and the socket places have always identical

markings. When an input socket receives a token from the surroundings of the

substitution transition, that token also becomes available at the input port of

the sub-page, and hence the token can be used by the transitions on the sub-

page. Similarly, the sub-page may produce tokens on an output port. Such

tokens are also available at the corresponding output socket and hence they

can be used by the surroundings of the substitution transition.

Another concept of hierarchical CPNs is the fusion places shown in figure

3.5. This indicates that a number of individual drawn places can be considered

Figure 3.5: Fusion place in CPN

to be identical. i.e they all represent a single conceptual place. When a token

is added or removed at one of the places, an identical token will be added or

removed at all other places in the fusion set. So it is clear that the relationship

between the members of a fusion set is similar to the relationship between
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two places which are assigned to each other by a port assignment. When all

members of a fusion set belong to a single page and that page has only one page

instance, place fusion is nothing more than a drawing convenience to avoid too

many crossing arcs in the model. But the situation is complex and interesting

when the members of a fusion set belong to several difference subpages or to a

page that has several page instances. The various kinds of fusion sets are the

global fusion sets, page fusion sets and instance fusion sets. The global fusion

set can have members from different pages where as the page fusion set and

instance fusion sets only have members from a single page.

Colours associated with each place in the CPNs determine the type of

data it may handle. The types of the places are similar to the types in pro-

gramming language. It can be a complex type as the record which may contain

heterogeneous data types. The colour set is usually defined as:

colset No= int;

Where “colset” is a keyword to declare the color set, “No” is the name of

the colour set and “=int” indicates that this colset can have integral values

as tokens. The state of a CPNs is called as its state that shows the number

of tokens distributed on the individual places. Each token carries a value that

belongs to the type of the place on which the token resides. The tokens present

on a particular place denotes the marking of that place. The initial state of a

place is denoted as the initial marking of it. It is usually written in the upper

left or right of the place as shown in figure 3.4 and figure 3.5.

Time concept into the CPNs is redefined as timed CPNs. This introduces

the concept of global clock. The clock value which is either discrete or contin-

uous represent the model time. In the timed CPNs, each token carries a time

value called the time stamp. The time stamp describes the earliest model time

at which the token can be used, that is it can be removed by the occurrence

of a binding element. In a timed CPNs a binding element is said to be color

enabled when it satisfies the enabling rule for un-timed CPNs. However, to

be enabled, the time stamps of the tokens to be removed must be less than or
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equal to the current model time [40].

The marking of a place where the tokens carry a time stamp becomes a

timed multi-set specifying the elements in the multi set together with their

number of appearances and their time stamps. The timed color sets are de-

clared as :

colset No=int timed;

and the possible marking of a place with timed token is as:

2’(1,“colour”)@[19,45]

This indicates the marking contains two tokens with value (1, “colour”)

and time stamps 19 and 45 respectively. The @ symbol can be read as “at”

and the symbol [ ] is used to specify the time stamps.

3.2.3 State-of-Art on CPNs in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

Coloured Petri Nets has been proved to be a powerful tool for simulating and

analysing the non-determinism, concurrency and different level of abstraction

of any communication protocol. Zhou et. al. have proved the strength of CPN

for simulating and analysing TCP protocol [41]. Further to improve the TCP

performance over MANET, Xiong et. al. [Xiong, Yim, Leigh and Murata] have

proposed a reactive approach TCP-MEDX to detect the causes of packet loss.

As mobility of nodes is the biggest challenge in MANET, the round trip time

is replaced with an average propagation delay for indicating congestion. The

authors claim that the TCP-MEDX mechanism is able to detect the packet

loss much accurately.

Xiong et. al. have created a formal CPN model of the very well known rout-

ing protocol for MANET, the Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)

to analyse its correctness in service [42]. To meet the challenge of dynamism

of the nodes, the authors have proposed a topology approximation (TA) mech-

anism. The TA mechanism works with certain assumptions. They are:

1. All the nodes in the MANET have equal transmission range
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2. Every node in the MANET has the same number of neighbors which is

equal to the average degree of the MANET graph.

Here, the second assumption is not a realistic approach. Because in MANET,

the node movement frequently change the degree of connectivity among the

nodes and also the network topology. In such a non-deterministic environment,

the mechanism of topology approximation may not be possible.

Further, the dynamic operation of MANET using CPN are illustrated by

Yuan et. al. in [43]. The authors have modelled the well known MANET

routing protocol named as Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV),

which is proactive by principle. The CPN tools are used by the authors for the

elegant and simple modelling of the protocol without using any assumption or

approximation. By using the formal specification and verification method of

the modelling tool, the authors could be able to find the errors existing in the

protocol and suggested the modification to eliminate those errors.

3.3 The Proposed Neighbour Detection Pro-

tocol

The mobile ad hoc network can be modelled as a unidirectional graph G =

(V, L) where V is a finite set of mobile nodes and L is a finite set of links that

exist between the nodes. We assume that there exists a bidirectional link Lij

between the nodes i and j when the distance between the nodes dij < trange

(transmission range) of the nodes. In the dynamic network the cardinality of

the nodes |V | remains constant, but the cardinality of links |L| changes due to

the mobility of the nodes. Each node v ∈ V is uniquely identified by an integer

identifier ID along with a wireless transmission range vtrange. When a node v1

is within the transmission range of v2, they are assumed to be connected by

a unidirectional link l12 ∈ L , such that whenever v1 broadcasts a message, it

is received by v2 via l12 . Similarly, when v2 is within the transmission range
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of v1 , they are assumed to be connected by an unidirectional link l21 ∈ L ,

such that whenever v2 broadcasts a message, it is received by v1 via l21. Thus

we say that there exists a bidirectional link between v1 and v2. The graph G

representing the ad hoc network is assumed to be a simple graph. That is an

un-weighted, un-directed graph containing no self-loops or no parallel links (

when their end points are same).

The neighbour detection protocol (NDP) has been designed to provide

mechanism to detect the one-hop neighbours of the nodes in the ad hoc net-

work. Here, the nodes use a special control packet called the neighbour detec-

tion packet (NDPAK) to realise their neighbours. The format of the packet is

as:

As a node u wants to know about its existing neighbours, it broadcasts a

neighbour detection packet (NDPAK). The sender specifies it as a neighbour

request (NRQ) type packet and keeps the receiver identification field (RID)

as X. The node(s) that is(are) within the transmission range of the sender

u, receives the packet and send back acknowledgements to the sender. The

packet being an acknowledgement packet has the type of packet as NAC and

makes an unicast transmission to the source. Thus the RID field contains

the identification number (NUM) of the source node that originally sent the

NDPAK request. The node weight field WT is a non-negative number that is

calculated by considering some node parameters to specify its capability to be

selected as a cluster head. The STATUS field of the node indicates its current

role in the network. In the current work, it is assumed that the nodes can

have either the role of cluster head or cluster member or an undecided state.

Initially, the status of every node is undecided with a status value of 0 before

the cluster is actually formed. Subsequently, as the node is selected as cluster

head or cluster member, this field is filled with appropriate values.

The mechanism of the neighbour detection protocol (NDP) is as follows:

Step 1: Node u broadcasts the Neighbour Detection Packet (NDPAK) to

the network.
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SID RID STR/RTR NRQ/NAC WT STATUS

where the fields of the packet are specified as follows:

SID: Source Identification

RID: Receiver Identification

X: ALL nodes (Used in the broadcast message)

NUM: node with identifier NUM (used in the unicast message)

STR: Source Transmission Range

RTR: Receiver Transmission Range

NRQ/NAC:

NRQ: The neighbour request packet

NAC: Neighbour acknowledgement packet

WT: Weight of the packet sending node

STATUS: Status of the packet sending node

0: Uncovered

1: Cluster Member

2: Cluster Head

Step 2: Let the packet is received by node v which is within the transmission

range of u. Node v sends back a Neighbour Acknowledgement (NAC) Packet

to u along with its own information like ID, transmission range, weight and

status enclosed in the packet.

Step 3: After receiving the acknowledgement NAC packet from v, node u

updates its neighbour table (NTAB) by adding v as its immediate neighbour

along with its information.

Step 4: Finally, u sends back a Neighbour Confirmation (NC) message so

that v updates its own neighbour table and a bidirectional link is established

between the two nodes.
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The protocol can be explained with the help of figure 3.6 that consists of

five nodes.

Figure 3.6: A sample network topology

Here, the nodes are identified with unique integer numbers from 1 to 5. The

transmission zones for the nodes 1 and 2 are indicated by the dotted circles

around it. It is clear from the figure that node 3 lies in the transmission range

of both nodes 1 and 2 whereas node 4 and 5 are exclusively in the range of 1

and 2 respectively. The NDPAK sent by node 1 contains the following data:

1 X 1trange NRQ WT(1) 0

Here, the STR field contains 1trange indicating the transmission range of

node 1 and the value 0 in the STATUS field indicates that the state of the

node 1 is not yet decided. This packet will be received by both node 3 and 4,

and they will send back the NAC packet to node 1 as an acknowledgement to

the NDPAK. The contents of the acknowledgement packet (NAC) sent back

by node 3 to node 1 may be written as:

3 1 3trange NAC WT(3) 0

For the topology shown in figure 3.6, where node 3 receives the NRQ packet

from both nodes 1 and 2, it sends back the NAC packets accordingly to both
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the senders and becomes the neighbours of both the nodes. The arrival of the

NAC packets informs the sender about the presence of its one-hop neighbour

and it updates its own neighbour table NTAB accordingly. The data structure

of the neighbour table (NTAB) may be written as:

NID DIST NS NTR NWT

where the field specifications are as:

NID: Neighbour ID

DIST: Neighbour Distance

NS: Neighbour Status

NTR: Neighbour Transmission Range

NWT: Neighbour Weight

The neighbour distance DIST may be calculated from the signal strength of

the received signal [44]. However, for the current work, the nodes are assumed

to be equipped with the global positioning systems (GPS) that provides the

location information of the nodes. So, here the Euclidean distance between two

nodes is considered as the actual distance between the two nodes. When an

acknowledgement packet is received by the source node, it updates its NTAB

and sends on a NC message to confirm its connectivity with the later so that

a bidirectional link is established between both of them.

3.4 Validation of NDP by Coloured Petri Nets

This section deals with the validation of the Neighbour Detection Protocol

(NDP) using CPN tools. The validation through simulation is carried out

with six nodes in the network. For the purpose of validation, the nodes are

considered to be non-mobile during the execution of the protocol. The top level

of the CPN model for the NDP is shown in figure 3.7. This model represents
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Figure 3.7: Top level of the model

an abstract view of the entire NDP. The substitution transitions NODE1 to

NODE6 have their own subpages associated with it.

Two places are kept common for all the nodes in the model. They are

the message store place MSGSTORE and the acknowledgement store place

ACKSTORE. The place MSGSTORE contains the messages transmitted by

all the nodes in it. Similarly, all the acknowledgements transmitted by the

nodes are stored in the place MSGSTORE. The token types associated with

both the places are denoted as Msg which is a record of different data types

discussed later in this section. The nodes 1 to 6 are connected to the places

through bidirectional arcs. This indicates that a node can store as well as
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retrieve its messages from the places.The inscriptions associated with the arcs

indicate the kind of token it can pass through it. They are written in the CPN

ML programming language.

Figure 3.8 represents the detail model of the ad hoc nodes in their current

marking state M0. The model consists of nine transitions and fifteen places.

The specifications of the places are:

• coord - This place specifies the current position of the node in terms

of x and y coordinates. As the proposed protocol assumes the presence

of GPS devices installed in the mobile devices to find their locations,

so for the modelling purpose we have manually provided the location

information of the nodes in terms of (x,y) coordinates. This place is

associated with the colour set POSITION which is defined using the

CPN ML keyword colset as:

colset POSITION= product int * int ;

This means that the token residing in the place is a two-tuple element,

where both the components are of integer type. The number of tokens

associated with the place is marked with an encircled 1. And the initial

token value or the initial marking of the place is in scripted within the

parenthesis as a pair of two elements. The no. of associated tokens along

with the current marking of the place is indicated in a rectangular box

at the upper right corner of the place.

• STATUS - This place specifies the current status of the node. In the

shown model, the initial marking of the place is zero to indicate that its

current status is yet to be decided. Usually, a node can have a status of

a cluster head(2) or a cluster member(1) or undecided (0). The colour

set associated with this place is INT type is defined as:

colset INT= int;

The number of tokens associated with the place is 1 as indicated in the

model as an encircled 1.
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• Sid - This place specifies the source identification number which is unique

for the nodes in the network. The colour set NODES associated with this

place is defined as:

colset NODES=index AH with 1..NoOfNodes;

where NoOfNodes is defined as:

val NoOfNodes=6;

This place holds a single token along with its current marking as the AH

followed by a subscripted identification number. i.e. 1′ AH(1).

• Range - This place specifies the transmission range of the node. In the

current model it is kept a fixed value of 40 for all the nodes for the sake

of simplicity. The colour set associated with this place is again INT type

which is declared as:

colset INT=int;

The number of tokens that reside with this place is 1 and its current

value is set to 40.

• RID -This place specifies the list of possible receivers to whom the

source can send the messages. The maximum number of token that can

be associated with the place is five. That is all the nodes except the

sender itself are the possible receivers. The colour set associated with

this place is same as that of Sid. The only difference is that it can hold

upto 5 tokens at a time as shown within a circle in the model. The

current marking of the place contains the receiving node IDs combined

with an operator ++. This operator allows for the construction of a

multi-set consisting of more than one token colours. The initial marking

of the place is defined as:

val A= 1′AH(2)++ 1′AH(3)++1′AH(4)++1′AH(5)++1′AH(6);

• MSGSTORE - As explained earlier, this place holds the messages
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broadcasted by all the nodes. The colour set associated with the place

is Msg which is declared as :

colset Msg=record se:NODES*re:NODES*st:INT*rng:INT*ty:INT*xc:INT*yc:INT

where se denotes the sender node, re denotes the receiving node, st

denotes the status of the node, rng denotes the range of the node, ty

denotes the type of the message (in this case 0 for a message from an

ordinary node and 1 for a message by a cluster head), xc and yc are the

x coordinate and y coordinate respectively.

• ReceivedMsg- This place holds messages that are destined for a spec-

ified receiver. The token type associated with this place has the same

colour set as that of MSGSTORE as both stores the messages in the

same format.

• BMsg - This place holds the intermediate message for a node from its

valid neighbor nodes, i.e. the nodes within the transmission range. The

colour set associated with the place is Msg type which is discussed earlier.

• Nlist and neighbour - Both the places hold the list of the neighbours

of the concerned node. For the figure 3.8, the concerned node is AH(1)

as indicated in the Sid place. The colour set associated with this place

is again a record that is described as:

colset Nlist=record ne:NODES*st:INT*rng:INT*xc:INT*yc:INT;

• CreateAck - This place specifies the node to whom an acknowledgement

has to be send. The token colour set for this place is NODES type which

is described earlier.

• ACKSTORE- As discussed earlier, this place holds all the acknowledge-

ment messages transmitted by the node. The bidirectional arcs from this

place to the nodes help the nodes to access the place for both storing

and retrieving. It holds the tokens described by the colour set Msg.
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• Received ACK -The specification of the place is same as the place

ReceivedMsg, except with the difference of the type of message it stores.

• BACK - Broadcasts the acknowledgement message to help the neighbor

node to update its own neighbors.

The list of the transitions and their specifications are as:

• Broadcast - The occurrence of this transition carries the source node

information from the respective input places in the form of a record

and adds a token into the place MSGSTORE. The input arc expres-

sions from the input places makes it an enable transition as shown

by the green auras in the marking M0. The inscription in the out-

put arc of the transition creates the message to be stored in the out-

put place MSGSTORE. The inscription of output arc is denoted as:

se=s,re=r,st=n,rng=t,ty=0,mb=m,bp=b,xc=(#1 crd),yc=(#2 crd)

• ReceiveMsg - The occurrence of this transition is possible only when a

valid token is present in its input place. That is when the MSGSTORE

holds a specific message destined for the particular node, this transition

is activated. For all other messages it remains inactive. In the current

marking state M0 of figure 3.8 it is not activated as the input place has

not yet obtained any tokens. However, the situation is different for figure

3.9. We can see that the concerned node in this case is node 1 as indicated

in the place Sid. The place MSGSTORE contains two messages with the

# re field specified as AH(1). The messages are from nodes AH(3) and

AH(4) respectively. The presence of these two valid tokens in the input

place makes the transition ReceiveMsg enabled by putting green auras

around it.

• BMsg - As this transition occurs, it checks for the presence of neighbor

nodes of the concern node by finding the Euclidean distance between

them. This transition has an additional input from the place coord to
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indicate the (x,y) coordinates of the node. The inscription MSG on

other input arc carries the received message to the node. A function

ReceiveMsg in the output arc is used to find the Euclidean distance

between the two nodes by considering the (xc, yc) fields of the MSG

and the coordinate fields of the arc inscription crd. The result of this

transition is boolean type. If the distance between the two nodes are

lesser than the transmission range, then that message is passed to the

output place BMsg for further processing, else it is ignored. The output

inscription of this transition is denoted as:

if(ReceiveMsg(#xc MSG, #yc MSG, #1 crd, #2 crd) ¡1600) then 1′MSG

else empty

• UpdateNlist1 - The occurrence of this transition gives two outcomes.

First, it passes the message from the input place to the output place

Nlist to store it as the neighbour details. Second, it passes the sender

node ID to be stored in the output place. The output arc extracts the

#se field from the MSG to get the node ID of the message sender.

• List Neighbor - The occurrence of this transition finally stores the

neighbor details in the place neighbour. The output arc inscription of

this transition nlist is defined as: var nlist:Nlist;

where Nlist is described earlier.

• SendAck - This transition has multiple inputs. The function of this

transition is to create an acknowledgement message. The input place

CreateAck provides the node ID to which the acknowledgement is to be

sent. The other input places like coord, STATUS, Sid, Range provides

the relevant information to the transition so that the complete message

is formed. The message gets stored in the out place ACKSTORE.

• ReceiveAck - The occurrence of this transition checks the input place

ACKSTORE for the stored messages. As it finds any message whose #
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re field is for the concerned node, then that message is removed from the

input place and stored in the output place Received ACK. The inscription

of the transition mentions the activation condition of the transition. For

example # re MSG=AH(1) indicates that the re field of the message

MSG has to be AH(1) to enable this transition.

• BACK - The occurrence of this transition is for broadcasting the ac-

knowledgement to the sender.

• UpdateNlist2 -The outcome of this transition is same as that of the

transition UpdateNlist1. The occurrence of this transition removes one

token from the input place BACK and stores it in the place Nlist.

Figure 3.9 shows the marking of the model as the transition Broadcast is

occurred in marking M0. The current marking of the model is represented as

M1. As seen in figure 3.8, Broadcast is the only enabled transition exists with

green auras around it in the marking M0. When this transition is occurred, it

removes a token from each of its input places coord, STATUS, Sid, Range and

RID forming a record of type Msg. The output arc of the transition passes the

token and stores it in the place MSGSTORE. The bi-directional arc to some of

its input places indicate that the occurrence of the transition replaces back the

token values to the corresponding places for future use. The only place to which

the token is not returned back is RID. The marking M1 shows the messages

stored in MSGSTORE that has been broadcasted from different nodes. In the

marking M1 the total number of tokens currently stored in MSGSTORE is 4.

The inscription # re MSG=AH(1) of the transition ReceiveMsg explains that,

the availability of a token in the place MSGSTORE with the re field intended

for node AH(1) can make the transition enabled. As shown in figure 3.9, two

messages from the senders AH(3) and AH(4) have re field destined for AH(1)

stored in MSGSTORE. The green auras around the transition ReceiveMsg

indicates that, the availability of certain tokens in the MSGSTORE has made

it enabled, while rest of the transitions in the model remain unchanged.
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The state of the model in figure 3.10 is marked with marking M2.

The state has occurred with the occurrence of the transition ReceiveMsg

after the availability of the token in MSGSTORE with re=AH(1). The state

M1 shows that two messages in the place MSGSTORE have the receiver field

re as AH(1). In marking M2 the occurrence of ReceiveMsg has removed a

token from MSGSTORE with sender se = AH(3). The same token has been

added to the place ReceivedMsg as its current marking. The availability of

the token in the place has made an enabled binding for the transition BMsg.

In marking M2 the place MSGSTORE is left with 3 messages for which the

transition ReceiveMsg still remains active.

The state M3 of figure 3.11 shows the possible outcome of transition BMsg.

The output arc of the transition is inscripted with a receiving function

ReceiveMsg that takes the positional coordinates of the sending and receiving

nodes as the parameter. The function finds the Euclidean distance between two

nodes by extracting the xc and yc coordinates of the receiving message MSG

and current markings of the place coord that gives the positional coordinates of

the concerned node. The output of the receiving function is the distance that is

compared with the transmission range of the sender. If the distance is less than

the range, then the message is received by the receiving node. This is indicated

by passing the message MSG from the input place of the transition BMsg to

the output place of the transition. Marking M3 shows that the token that was

present in the place ReceivedMsg with se= AH(3) and re=AH(1) could not

reach the place BMsg after the occurrence of the transition BMsg. It does not

satisfy the condition of the receiving function. However, the same marking

M3 shows that another token with se=AH(6) and re=AH(1) has arrived to

the place ReceivedMsg by the occurrence of the transition ReceiveMsg keeping

the transition BMsg still active. The marking also shows the accumulation of

some more message tokens in the place MSGSTORE. However, the status of

rest of the transitions remain unchanged.

The situation is slightly different in figure 3.12, where there is a successful
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transmission of message from the input place to the output place of transition

BMsg.

The current state M4 has a successful occurrence of BMsg. That is the

distance between both the sending and receiving node is found to be less than

the transmission range. As a result, the message from the sender se=AH(6)

to the receiver re=AH(1) has been removed from the input place ReceivedMsg

and added as a new token to the place BMsg. The availability of this token in

the place makes an enabled binding for the transition UpdateNlist1 which is

seen in marking M4 of figure 3.12.

The next marking M5 indicates the successful occurrence of UpdateNlist1.

It results in two concurrent events as its two outcomes. One is the arrival of

the token to the output place Nlist as in figure 3.13.

The colour set associated with the place Nlist is a record that contains

the information like neighbor ID ne, its status st , range rng and its current

position xc and yc. The inscription associated with the out arc of transition

UpdateNlist1 extracts the neighbor information from the message MSG and

stores as the token to the output place as:

ne=AH(6),st= 0,rng=40, yc=58,xc=53.

Another result from the occurrence of the transition UpdateNlist1 is the

extraction of the sender field se from the message MSG. This is denoted in the

inscription of the out arc of the transition for creating the acknowledgement.

In the marking M5 the sender se of the message is node AH(6) which has been

filtered from the MSG and is stored as the only token in the output place

CreateAck. The availability of the token in the place has made an enabled

binding for the transition SendAck by making green auras around it. In this

marking we can see that three transitions of the model are in the enabled state

because of the availability of the tokens in their input places. The transitions

are ReceiveMsg, SendAck and List Neighbor respectively.

The occurrence of transition ReceiveMsg in M5 has resulted in the marking

M6 as shown in figure 3.14. A message stored in the MSGSTORE which was
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sent by the sender AH(4) for node AH(1) made an enabled binding for the tran-

sition as in marking M5. The successful occurrence of the transition removes

the message from the place MSGSTORE and stores in the place ReceivedMsg

as a single available token. The input place MSGSTORE still remains with

two more tokens. But this does not make an enabled binding for the output

transition ReceiveMsg as none of the tokens have re = AH(1).

Marking M7 in 3.15 is the result with the occurrence of the transition List

Neighbor in marking M6.

It removes the token from the input place Nlist and adds a token to the

output place neighbor. The inscription on the arc shows the type of the message

that could be passed through. The token with all the neighbor information of

node AH(1) has thus arrived to the place neighbor for future processing. Now

the node AH(1) stores the details of its neighbor AH(6)in the neighbor table

NTAB. So it is concluded that node 6 is now within the range of node 1. For

setting up a bidirectional link between the both, another link is required to

be established between node 6 and 1. As per the mechanism of the neighbor

detection protocol, node 1 should send an acknowledgement to node 6. The

rest of the article describes it.

The next occurrence of the transition that has taken place is BMsg . This

has resulted to the marking M8 in 3.16.

The rest of the transitions in the model remain unaltered. Similar to the

state in M4, the receiving function in the out arc of the transition satisfies the

condition to result in the successful occurrence of BMsg. Thus the token is

removed from the input place of BMsg and is stored in the output place BMsg.

The sender se of the message is the node AH(4) as shown in the figure.

The successful occurrence of the transition UpdateNlist1 in M8 results into

the state M9 in 3.17.

The two outcomes of the successful occurrence of the transition are:

• 1. The token is removed from the input place BMsg and added to the

output place Nlist. In the current marking, the place Nlist holds the
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details like the node ID ne, status st, range rng, and the (x,y) coordinate

of the sender node. The availability of token in the place Nlist makes

the transition List Neighbor enabled by creating green auras around it

as shown in marking M9.

• 2. The sender field se has been extracted from the message MSG by the

inscription on the out arc of the transition and placed in the output place

CreateAck. As a result the place CreateAck now holds two tokens AH(4)

and AH(6)as its current marking. This implies the node AH(1) that has

received the messages from the said nodes has to send acknowledgements

to both of them so as to enable them to update their neighbor table

NTAB.

The occurrence of the transition List Neighbor has placed another token

in the place neighbor, so that the NTAB of AH(1) is updated with one more

neighbor. This is shown in the current state M10 in 3.18.

It is clearly understood from the figure that node AH(1) has two neighbor

nodes AH(6) and AH(4). In the current marking none of the transitions have

an enabled binding except the transition SendAck.

In marking M11, the tokens in the place CreatAck indicates that two ac-

knowledgements are to be sent to the detected neighbors of node AH(1). The

result with the occurrence of the transition SendAck is shown in 3.19.

Here one token is removed from the input place CreateAck and is added to

the place ACKSTORE. As discussed earlier, the enabled transition SendAck

gets input from the places Sid, STATUS, coord and range so that a complete

record of message of type Msg is created. The format of the acknowledgement

message is as:

se=AH(1), re=AH(6), st=0, rng=40, ty=0, xc=30, yc=25.

The place ACKSTORE is commonly accessible to all the nodes in the

network. The availability of a token for node AH(6) as indicated in the message

field re MSG=AH(6) provides an enabled binding for the transition ReceiveAck
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of node AH(6). The successful occurrence of this transition removes the token

from ACKSTORE and stores in the place Received Ack. Further a consecutive

occurrence of the transition SendAck removes the available token from the

place CreateAck and stores in the common place ACKSTORE. The current

marking M12 in figure 3.20 shows the outcome after the successive occurrence

of two transitions.

As seen in the figure 3.21, one of the acknowledgement receiver (in this

case node AH(4)) has received the acknowledgement. This state is marked as

M13 in figure 3.21. This shows the availability of the token in the place Nlist

of node AH(4). Thus the node AH(4) now records node AH(1) as its neighbor

node along with its other information.

The same sequence of occurrence of transitions take place for every page

corresponding to the mobile nodes. As a result of this simulation, every node

gets updated with their neighbor nodes in the table NTAB.

3.5 Summary

CPN model of NDP provides new insights and thoughts into the design of the

system. The successful simulation of the model results in further simpler and

more streamlined design. Moreover, many design problems and errors can be

discovered and resolved in the analysis and design phase rather than in the

implementation or deployment phase. Simulation results of CPN model can

validate a system to justify that it has been designed properly to meet the

desired properties and help in better understanding of the required system.

The study of the existing work on MANET using CPN tools has provided the

motivation to propose the required protocol for the current work and verify its

operation using the CPN tools to ensure its correctness before implementation.

The purpose of designing NDP is to enable every node to identify its one

hop neighbour node. The protocol creates a neighbour table for every node

in the network and keeps track of the neighbours. The validation of NDP
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starts from the initial marking of the model M0 to its final marking where

every node is updated with its one-hop neighbours in the NTAB. Every state

of the simulation is marked with a marking Mx indicating the flow of control

through the different CPN components. The results of the simulation ensures

that a node in the network is able to detect its one hop neighbours and estab-

lishes a bidirectional link with them by the exchange of neighbour request and

acknowledgement messages.

However, it can be observed that the neighbours of a node are detected for

a instance when the node is static. As the nodes move in the network, the

connectivity among them changes requiring the NTAB to get updated. Thus,

NDP can be called upon periodically or on-demand basis whenever the NTAB

has to be updated.
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Chapter 4

Proposed Clustering Algorithm

4.1 Introduction

Clustering in mobile ad hoc networks is the process of partitioning the nodes

into logical groups. This can be mapped to the process of graph partitioning

with some added constraints. Clustering results in selecting a set of vertices

H ⊆ V (G) called as the dominant set where every member of the dominant

set H holds the responsibility of cluster head for the cluster. If Δ(h) is the

degree of links associated with the head h, and |h| is the cardinality of one-hop

members of h, then |h| ≤ Δ(h). This indicates that a node that is physically

within the transmission range and has a link to the cluster head may not be a

member of the cluster head. This gives an example of non-overlapping logical

clusters. However, the union of the members of all the clusters results in the

whole network [45]. Mathematically, if hεH and Γ(h) is the set of one-hop

neighbors of h then H ∪ Γ(h) = G.

This chapter proposes a topology adaptive distributed clustering algorithm,

that targets to select minimum number of cluster heads to minimise the number

of nodes in the virtual back bone. The algorithm uses the Neighbor Detection

Protocol to learn its one-hop neighbors. This chapter also deals with the energy

consumption of the different mobile nodes in various operating modes. The
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cluster maintenance strategies to support the node mobility as well as to retain

the cluster control structure are also included in this chapter.

4.2 Basis of the Proposed Algorithm

The proposed topology adaptive clustering algorithm TACA is designed with

the following features:

• The nodes in the ad hoc network are capable to increase or decrease

their transmission range. However, the maximum permissible transmis-

sion range a node can posses is denoted as RangeMAX . The purpose of

enabling the nodes to adjust their transmission range is to control the

network topology even when the nodes move freely within it. However,

during the initial phase of the topology adaptive clustering algorithm

TACA, the range of all the nodes are kept equal.

• Out of several parameters of the nodes in the MANET, the node mobility

is considered to be a major challenge. It changes the node connectivity

very often. So a frequent topology change occurs in the network. The

higher the rate of node movement, the greater is the frequency of topol-

ogy changes. Similarly, the battery power of the light weight nodes are

another major constraint. The development of techniques for energy re-

sources are much slower than the network devices counterpart. Both of

these parameters decide the stability of the cluster as well as the net-

work. Hence, in the proposed algorithm these two factors are chosen as

the weight deciding factors for the nodes.

• A cluster head selection procedure takes place when the network is first

activated. The set of selected cluster heads are called the volunteer

cluster heads.

• A volunteer cluster head serves its one-hop members till it exhausts its

battery power beyond a threshold value. Then the head selects another
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node within its cluster zone to act as a new head. The newly selected

cluster head by the volunteer cluster head is called the non-volunteer

cluster head.

• As a node drains its battery power completely, it becomes dead and is

removed from the network. As a result, the topology of the network is

disturbed. Hence, in order to use the node battery power efficiently, the

nodes get almost fair chances of serving as cluster heads, so that load on

individual nodes could be avoided.

4.3 Calculation of the Node Weight

The mobility of nodes changes the network topology frequently which in turn

hampers the network stability. So, choosing the less mobile nodes for the

formation of the virtual back bone is preferred. This ensures better backbone

stability. Similarly the limited battery power devices consume their energy

and become dead while routing the packets through them. This de-links the

path for packet routing and demands for further establishment of routing back

bone. In order to ensure the availability of routers in the routing backbone,

nodes with more available battery power are chosen as the back bone forming

nodes.

Keeping these factors in mind, the node weights are calculated by consid-

ering the node mobility and its available battery power as the key values. Here

δ is assumed to be the maximum permissible speed of a node in the network.

Thus the mobility factor of every node is calculated by computing the differ-

ence of δ and its average speed during a certain time interval. A larger mobility

factor indicates a node with less mobility and vice versa. The available battery

power is the energy associated with the node at the instant of weight calcula-

tion. These two parameters are added with different weight factors to find the

individual node weights.

The steps for calculating the weights are described below:
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Step 1: Let the total distance covered by a node v during last n time units

is

Dv =
∑i=t

i=t−n distv , where t is the current time. So, average speed of a node

is computed as

Sv = Dv/n .

Step 2: Compute Mobility factor ΔM = δ − Sv. This indicates the dif-

ference of the average speed of the node from maximum permissible network

speed δ.

Step 3: Compute available battery power as Pav = Pav − Pcons

where, Pav = Available battery power of the node.

Pcons = Battery power consumed by the node.

Step 4: Compute the weight of the node as

WT (v) = x1ΔM + x2Pav (4.1)

where x1 and x2 are the weight factors that are normalised so that x1 + x2 =

1. The weight factors indicate the major constraints of a network. For a

highly mobile network, x1 may be given a higher value where as for an energy

constrained network x2 may be given a higher value.

4.4 Selection of Volunteer Cluster Head

After the weight calculation of the nodes, the initial clustering algorithm is

called upon to select the set of volunteer cluster heads. A pseudo-code seg-

ment of the algorithm is presented below.

Begin

...

for (every v ∈ V )

{
if Wv > Wi where i ∈ Γ(v)
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Then Set head= v

for (every x ∈ Γ(v))

{
if STATUS(x) = 0 then

Set HEAD(x)= head

}
}
...

End

The algorithm indicates that a node having maximum weight among its

1-hop neighbors declares itself as the volunteer cluster head. And its 1-hop

uncovered neighbors, (i.e., whose role is not yet decided) become the members

of the volunteer head. The set of covered nodes are exempted from taking part

in subsequent selection procedure and this process is repeated till all the nodes

are assigned with their role either as a cluster head or a cluster member.

During the cluster head selection phase, every node broadcasts it’s ID along

with its weight WTi to the neighbors and stores the weights WTj that it hears

from other nodes. It is understood that, every node has a neighbor table

NTAB that stores the list of neighbors of the node which has been learnt by

the execution of the NDP discussed in the last chapter. If a node does not hear

another node with weight higher than its own weight, then it declares itself as

a volunteer cluster head and its one-hop uncovered neighbor nodes become its

members. In case of a tie in the node weights the lower ID node is preferred

for the role of cluster head. Unlike the re-affiliation issues of DMAC algorithm

discussed by the authors of [30], where a node resigns its current head after

finding any higher weighted node within its proximity, in the current algorithm

a member node remains affiliated with a cluster head, unless either of them

go out of the range of each other or the head drains out its battery power.

This reduces the number of re-affiliations lowering the cluster maintenance
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overhead.

The example of volunteer cluster head setup phase of the proposed algo-

rithm is demonstrated with the help of the figures. In figure 4.1 every node is

identified with a unique ID and its associated weight in parenthesis.

Figure 4.1: Initial topology of nodes after weight calculation

It is assumed that the weights are already computed for every node. The

link between every pair of nodes denotes that they are within the transmission

range of each other and establish a bidirectional link among them (i.e. one-hop

neighbors).

Figure 4.2 shows the network as the volunteer cluster heads are identified

as the solid circles after the exchange of their weights within the local topology.

Figure 4.2: Initial cluster heads are identified as solid circles

A node having the highest weight among its 1-hop neighbors become the
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head and its immediate uncovered neighbors become its members. Figure 4.3

shows the network after the initial clusters are formed.

Figure 4.3: Clusters are formed

Every node in the network maintains its own cluster table. The data struc-

ture of the cluster table (CTAB) may be written as:

MID MWT MDIST MT

MID : Member ID

MWT : Member Weight

MDIST : Member Distance

MT : Member Transmission Range

The cluster table is updated with the occurrence of node re-affiliation and

reelection. It implies that, when a member of the current head goes out of its

transmission range, it is deleted from the CTAB. And at the same time new

row is added when a new node becomes the member of this cluster. It is shown

in figure 4.3 that some cluster heads have as many as four members as in the

case of head 4. Where as a head like 7 has zero members affiliated to it. In

figure 4.2, it can be seen that node 6 has connectivity to both the nodes 12 and

7. But as it finds the head 12 within its range having higher weight than the

head 7, it affiliates as a member to 12. This leaves node 7 as an isolated node

without having any cluster member. Similar situation occurs with node 5 and
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1, where they have affiliated to node 4 and 8, in spite of having connectivity

to cluster heads 12 and 14 respectively. Hence, it is understood that a node

always prefers to join a higher weighted node if it finds more than one head in

its proximity.

4.5 Proposed Energy Consumption Model for

the Ad Hoc Nodes

According to IEEE 802.11, the wireless network interface can operate in either

base station mode (BS) or ad hoc mode [46]. In BS mode, every mobile

host remains in the transmission range of one or more base station, which

are responsible for buffering and forwarding traffic between hosts. Nodes who

want to transmit can send outgoing traffic to the base station anytime and can

receive the incoming traffic from the base station by polling it periodically.

The rest of the time the node can enter into a non-operating sleep state, from

which the interface must wake up in order to send or receive traffic. The

guaranteed availability of fixed infrastructure like base station for buffering

and traffic management supports energy conserving functionality by allowing

some nodes to enter into the sleep state.

In contrary, ad hoc mode of operation does not use any base station. So a

node communicates directly with one-hop reachable nodes and indirectly with

unreachable nodes using dynamically computed routes. This demands the

nodes to remain awake all the time to receive traffic from their neighbors and

does not allow them to enter into sleep state. However, a node can enter into

idle mode when it neither transmits nor receives any traffic. But it constantly

listens to the wireless media and consumes energy which is almost same as

the energy consumption in receiving traffic. Thus, energy consumption of

the mobile devices depends on the operating mode of its wireless network

interfaces. In the thesis the energy is assumed to be the battery power of the
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mobile node. So energy consumption of the node means its battery power

consumption.

Thus, the wireless interfaces of the ad hoc network can be in any of the

following operating modes:

• Transmit: for transmitting data

• Receive: for receiving data

• Idle: a default mode when the node is ready to transmit or receive.

A simple linear model can be considered for the energy consumption cost

of mobile nodes for sending or receiving packets. The authors of [47] have

presented a linear model for the per-packet energy cost that consists of an in-

cremental cost m associated with the size of the packet and a fixed cost c that is

associated with the channel acquisition to represent broadcast communication

as

Energy = msend/receive ∗ sizepacket + cbroadcast (4.2)

In a broadcast traffic, the sender listens briefly to the channel. If the chan-

nel is found to be free then the packet is sent and is received by all nodes in

wireless range. The destination node processes the packet where as the non-

destination nodes ignore it. If the channel is found busy, the sender has no

choice but to back off and retry later. In the current clustering algorithm, the

cluster members send or receive the packets directly to/from their cluster head.

Due to the broadcasting environment, when a cluster member transmits, its

neighbor non-destination nodes (called the exposed terminals) over hear the

CTS message and data packets. Being the non-destination nodes they con-

sume some amount of energy in discarding these overhear packets. Similarly,

the nodes in the range of the destination node (called the hidden terminals)

overhear the RTS message and the data packets. These nodes also consume

some energy in discarding the overhear packets. Thus, it can be concluded
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that, the total energy consumption for the cluster members include the energy

consumption for packet communication and discarding the overhear packets

for the nodes. The total energy consumption by the members for discarding

the overhear packets is represented in equation (4.3) as [47]:

Energydiscard =
∑

n∈sender

cdiscardRTS +
∑

n∈dest

cdiscardCTS+

∑

n∈sender

(mdiscard ∗ sizepacket + cdiscard) +
∑

n∈dest

cdiscardACK

(4.3)

In order to avoid the complexity of the model, the energy consumption for

discarding the overhear control packets like CTS/RTS or ACK may be ignored.

Further, in the worst case:

mdiscard = mrecv, cdiscard = crecv (4.4)

That is the non-destination nodes just receive the packets and ignore them.Now,

the equation (4.3) can be re-written as:

Energydiscard =
∑

n∈sender

(mrecv ∗ sizepacket + crecv) (4.5)

Combining the equation (4.2) and equation (4.5), we propose the final

energy consumption model for the cluster members as:

Energymember = msend/recv ∗ sizepacket + csend +
∑

n∈Γ(neighbors)

(mrecv ∗ size + crecv)

(4.6)

where the first part of equation (4.6) explains the energy consumption in the

actual transmission of the data and the second part explains the energy con-

sumption in listening to the overhear packets.
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The situation is little bit different for the cluster heads. In addition to the

job of forwarding the packets to and from the cluster, it has an additional job

of resource management for its members. Thus, the cost of consumption of

energy is proportional to the number of member nodes served by the cluster

head. Moreover, the radio range coverage by the head node has a considerable

effect on its energy consumption. Depending on the RF environment the energy

consumption can vary from P 2
v to P 4

v , where pv is the transmission power

utilised by the head node in communicating a one-hop neighbor within its

cluster [48]. As the distance between the nodes in a cluster is considered to be

very small, so a linear relation between the transmission power and the energy

consumption of the head node is assumed in this work. As a whole, the energy

consumption of a cluster head may be considered to depend on the following

parameters:

• No. of members served by the head

• The traffic forwarded by the head

• Total transmission power utilised by the head in serving the members

Thus considering the above three parameter,an energy consumption model

for the cluster heads can be proposed as:

energyhead = f(energy|ni|, energytraffic, energytranspower) (4.7)

Let the number of members served by the cluster head ni is defined as

its cardinality |ni|. As the cardinality of a cluster head increases, its power

consumption also increases. If the cluster head consumes one unit of battery

power per member, then the total energy consumed by the cluster head for

serving |ni| members is:

energy|ni| = |ni| (4.8)

The traffic handled by the cluster head indicates the volume of data that

is transmitted or received by the head for its members. Thus, the energy
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consumed by the cluster head for forwarding the traffic can be proposed as:

Energytraffic = msend ∗
∑

trafficsend + csend + mrecv ∗
∑

trafficrecv + crecv

(4.9)

As discussed earlier, the energy consumption by the cluster head is function

of the transmission power utilised by the head in communicating its one hop

members. So the energy consumption due to the transmission power utilisation

can be proposed as:

energytranspower = energyunitdistance ∗
∑

i′∈Ci

Dist(i, i′) (4.10)

Thus, the equation for the energy consumption of the cluster head in equa-

tion (4.7) can be rewritten as:

energyhead = α ∗ energy|ni| + β ∗ energytraffic + γ ∗ energytranspower (4.11)

Where α, β and γ are the weighing factors for the corresponding network

parameters. These values are kept flexible so that they can be changed as per

the network scenario. For example, when the network traffic is very high, β

can be given more weightage than the other two. Similarly, in a dense network,

where the cardinality of clusters are more, the weightage of α dominates the

other factors. All three parameters are chosen so that α + β + γ = 1.

4.6 Selection of Non-Volunteer Cluster Head

From the energy consumption model of the ad hoc nodes, it is understood that

the cluster heads drain their battery power faster than the cluster members.

Thus in order to have fair distribution of energy drainage among the nodes in

the network, local selection for non-volunteer cluster heads takes place. When

the current head (either the volunteer head or non-volunteer head) drains its

battery power above a threshold value, it selects one of its own cluster mem-

bers having the highest weight among others and sends an invitation for the
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role of cluster head. The selected node has the choice to accept or reject the

invitation depending on its available resources. After accepting the invitation

of the current head, the selected node becomes the new cluster head for that

cluster. The existing head hands off its members to the new head that lie

within the range of the later. The hand off that takes place is soft hand off

(i.e. the resources allocated to the members remain unaltered). The nodes

that do not remain within the range of the new head, try to join any other

cluster head within their proximity. If the node does not find any head to do

so, then it declares itself as an isolated volunteer cluster head. Finally, the

current head affiliates as a member to the newly selected non-volunteer cluster

head. Here, the selection process takes place locally within a cluster reducing

the computation and communication overhead that would have yield in the

global cluster head selection procedure. The pseudo-code segment of the algo-

rithm for finding the non-volunteer head may be written as:

Begin

...

Set i = current-head //volunteer or non-volunteer

Set max-wt= maximum (WTv) where v ∈ clusteri

Set next-head= vmax−wt

Head (i ) = next-head

for (every member ∈ clusteri other than next-head )

{
if dist (next − head, member) ≤ next − headtrange then

{
Head (member) = next-head //hand off

else if

Reaffiliate member to other head within range

// Reaffiliation

else

Select member as volunteer head //Reelection

}

}
...

End
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The sample of a non-volunteer cluster head selection is shown in figure 4.4.

Initially, node 4 was selected as the cluster head with node 3,9,11 and 5 as

its cluster members. Subsequently, the cluster head 4 selects node 3 as the

non-volunteer cluster head as it has the highest weight among other cluster

members. The existing members of 4, i.e. the node 9 and 11 are within the

reach of the new non-volunteer cluster head. So these two nodes re-affiliate

to head 3 as its cluster members. But the node 5 that was earlier a member

of head 4, is not within the range of the new head 3. Assuming that node 5

is not even within the range of the head 12, becomes an isolated cluster head

without any members. Finally, the former cluster head becomes a member to

the new head 3.

Figure 4.4: Non-volunteer cluster head selection

4.7 Cluster Maintenance

The process of clustering consists of two stages, i.e., cluster formation and

cluster maintenance. The objective of clustering phase is to obtain minimum

number of cluster heads with maximum cluster stability, where as the objec-

tive of cluster maintenance is to preserve as much as of the existing clustering
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structure as possible. In one-hop cluster, there exists bidirectional link between

the cluster head and its members till both are within the transmission range

of each other. As one of the mobile node moves away from the other, there oc-

curs link failure between them. If a cluster member gets disconnected from its

cluster head, then it searches for another new head within the close proximity

to get affiliated. Such a changing situation of a member node from its current

head to another head is called re-affiliation. For every single re-affiliation of a

member node, both its previous and current cluster head update their member

lists by deleting or inserting the details of this cluster member. This results in

multiple messages to flow between the nodes and increase the message com-

plexity as well as congestion of the network. Thus, minimising the frequency

of re-affiliation becomes the objective of any efficient clustering algorithm.

Another overhead in maintaining the linked cluster architecture is the aver-

age number of cluster head updations per unit time. When any of the existing

cluster heads become unable to serve the member nodes for any reason, an up-

dation of cluster head set takes place. A lower cluster head updation frequency

can lead to improved route stability.

After the initial cluster head election for the proposed algorithm a reelection

of cluster head takes place when:

• A single node becomes orphan or isolated by moving away from other

nodes and declares itself as a volunteer cluster head.

• An existing cluster head consumes its battery power beyond threshold

value; so that it resigns from its current role and hands off its role to

one of its member node with maximum available battery power. Such a

forcibly elected node is called non-volunteer cluster head.

• the hand-off of cluster members takes place from the current head to the

new non-volunteer cluster head.

Similarly, re-affiliation of cluster members occurs when:
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• A member node leaves the transmission zone of its current head and

enters into another cluster zone.

• A non-volunteer head is elected so that nodes of the existing head reaf-

filiates to the new head (if exists within the transmission range) or finds

another head within its range.

4.8 Simulation Results and Discussion

The simulation of the proposed algorithm TACA is carried out in 100 X 100

grid area. The mobility model under consideration is the Random Walk mobil-

ity model. This mobility model represents the most erratic and unpredictable

movement of a node [49,50]. Here, a mobile node (entity) moves from its cur-

rent location by choosing a random speed between (speedmin, speedmax) and a

random direction between (0, 2π) respectively. In random walk model, when

a mobile node reaches a simulation boundary it bounces back with an angle

determined by the incoming direction. This is a memory-less mobility pattern

as it retains no knowledge about its past direction and speed value [51]. This

model can be used for vehicular and large scale environments. For the sim-

ulation of TACA, the speed of nodes is kept between 0 mt/sec to 5 mts/sec.

During the node weight calculation, the total distance covered by the node

for n time units are computed to find the average speed Sv. For the current

simulation, n is taken as 5. Similarly, the maximum permissible speed δ for

the network is considered to 5. The packet size is taken as 1024 bytes for the

current work. Thus, the simulation parameters can be summarised as:

The battery power consumption by the mobile nodes for different operating

modes are considered as per the IEEE 802.11 LUCENT WAVELAN cards as
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Area 100 X 100 m

Mobility Model Random Walk

Packet Size 1024 bytes

Max. Nodes 70

Trans. Range 5-40

Speedmin 0 m/sec

Speedmax 5 m/sec

δ 5

n 5

[46, 47]:

Broadcastsend = 1.9μW.s/byte ∗ sizepacket + 250μW.s (4.12)

Broadcastrecv = 0.5μW.s/byte ∗ sizepacket + 56μW.s (4.13)

idle = 808mW. (4.14)

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of results of TACA with that of LID and

WBCA algorithms for the frequency of node re-affiliations.

The figure indicates that, the pattern of the results for all the algorithms

are almost similar. That is the frequency of re-affiliation increases with respect

to the transmission range for a certain period. Subsequently it decreases with

the increase in the transmission range. The reason is that, higher transmission

range of cluster heads enable them to accommodate the mobile members for a

longer period of time. The results show that, the frequency of re-affiliation of

node for TACA is lower than that of the other algorithms. As WBCA depends

on the mean connectivity of the nodes for weight calculation, the change in

the transmission range changes the connectivity of the nodes and so as the

weights. This may lead to the frequent cluster head changes as well frequent

re-affiliations to the heads. But TACA does not depend on the degree of node

connectivity for selecting its cluster heads. So the re-affiliation overhead is

lesser in comparison to the other algorithms.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison for Frequency of Re-affiliation

Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of the results of TACA with that of LID

and WBCA for the frequency of cluster head re-election. The results for the

same for both LID and WBCA algorithms have been discussed earlier in chap-

ter 2. Here, it is seen that the frequency of re-election of cluster heads for

TACA is much lesser than that of LID, but it remains almost similar to that

of WBCA. Figure 4.7 shows the results for the average number of cluster heads

for the three algorithms.

It is seen that the number of cluster heads are slightly higher than that

of the other algorithms. The reason is the formation of extra isolated cluster

heads during the hand-off of existing members of the current head to the new

non-volunteer cluster head in TACA. However, the major strength of TACA is

its ability to increase the network life time. In the current work the network life

time is defined as the period that elapses between the network initiation time

till the first node drains its energy completely and becomes dead. Selecting

the non-volunteer cluster heads by the existing heads that drains its battery

power beyond a threshold value, it saves its energy for its actual transmission.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison for the Frequency of Cluster Head Re-election
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Figure 4.7: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads

In result, its life time is increased and ultimately the total network life time

is also increased. This can be concluded that the consumption of individual
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node battery power is fairly distributed among the nodes so that none of the

node is overloaded while acting as the cluster head. Most of the nodes are

given oppertunity to act as the cluster head either as a volunteer one or as the

non-volunteer one. This mechanism cumulatively increases the total network

life time to a great extend which is clearly visible in the figure 4.8. The value

is multifold in comparison to that of LID and WBCA.
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Figure 4.8: Network Life Time (in ms)

4.9 Validation of TACA through CPN

In this section, the validation for the cluster head selection procedure has been

made by the well known CPN tools. Figure 4.9 gives the complete model of the

TACA for cluster selection among the one-hop neighbors. The model is marked

with the current markings on some of its places as indicated in the figure. This

is an extension model of the NDP that was discussed in the last chapter. It can

be seen in the figure 4.9 that, the upper part of the model remains unaltered as

that of NDP. In the lower part of the model, two substitution transitions select
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head and sendCACK have been added. These two substitution transitions are

linked to their respective subpages shown in figure 4.10 and 4.11. The detailed

descriptions of the substitution transitions are as follows.

select head: The purpose of this transition is to select the cluster head

by choosing the node having maximum weight among its one-hop neighbors.

This transition has two input places Nlist and volunteerhead and two outputs

non-head and volunteerhead. In the subpage of the substitution transition as

shown in the figure 4.10, the input place Nlist provides the list of neighbors

of a node. So this place is assigned with an in-port in the subpage. The place

volunteerhead is initialised with a node selected as the cluster head. It has

both input as well as output arc to the transition. The input arc carries the

data from the place and compares the weight of this assumed cluster head to

that of the node received from the Nlist place. If the weight of the neighbor

node is higher than the currently assumed head, then the data is updated as

indicated by the arc inscription from the transition to the place volunteerhead.

The place volunteerhead is assigned with the I/O port as it has both input

arc and output arc to the transition. The node having the lower weight than

the other go to the non-head place as indicated by the arc inscription from

transition to this non-head place. This place is assigned with the out-port in

the subpage. Thus with the occurrence of the transition, place volunteerhead

stores the details of the cluster head and the place non-head stores the details

of the ordinary nodes. The tokens stored in both the places makes an enabled

state for the transition send to Msgstore in the main page of the model. The

output arc inscription of the transition send to Msgstore indicates the frame of

the token to be passed to the place MSGSTORE. It can be seen that, the #ty

field of the message has been set to 1. This implies that the cluster head has

been selected. This message is now stored in the common place MSGSTORE.

The occurrence of transition ReceiveMsg and the subsequent occurrence of

transition ClstMsg adds a token having the #re = AH(1) and #ty = 1 in

the place ClstMsg as indicated by the occurrence conditions of the respective
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Figure 4.10: Subpage that finds the volunteer cluster head

transitions. Thus, now the place ClstMsg contains a message from the cluster

head.

sendCACK: This substitution transition has a input place ClstMsg and

two output places CHead1 and ACKSTORE1 as shown in figure 4.11. These

places are assigned with In-port and out-port in the subpage as shown in

the figure. In addition to this, it has multiple inputs from the places coord,

STATUS, Range, Sid, mobility and bpower to enable the transition to occur.

These places are assigned with the I/O ports in the subpage. The output

arc inscription #seMSG from the transition sendCACK to the place CHead1

indicates that the cluster head ID is stored in the place CHead1. The output

arc inscription from transition sendCACK to the place ACKSTORE1 indicates

that an acknowledgement is created to be stored in the place. In the main

page the availability of tokens in the place ACKSTORE1 makes an enabled

state for the transition Send to ACKstore. The occurrence of this transition

stores the acknowledgement in the common place ACKSTORE as indicated by

the output arc. The occurrence of transition ReceiveAck and the subsequent

occurrence of transition ClstACK adds a token having the #re = AH(1) and

#ty = 1 in the place cmembers as indicated by the occurrence conditions of

the respective transitions.
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Figure 4.11: Subpage that send the acknowledgement

4.10 Summary

A topology adaptive clustering algorithm has been proposed in this chapter.

The algorithm is distributed in nature that considers only the local topology

to select a cluster head. That is a node having highest weight among its

one-hop neighbor is selected as the cluster head. The weight of a node is

calculated by considering its average mobility and its available battery power.

This enables a less mobile node with more available battery power to get the

chance to become a cluster head resulting in better cluster stability. Further, to

reduce the load of cluster head on a single node, non-volunteer cluster heads

are selected locally by the existing heads so that the node battery power is

saved to some extend. The energy consumption by the nodes are considered

for their different operating modes and accordingly, the total consumption by

a cluster head or by a cluster member is calculated. It has been studied in
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the result that, during the hand off process of cluster members, some more

isolated cluster heads are formed increasing the number of members in the

virtual back bone. However, the network life time has been improved to a

considerable value in comparison to the existing algorithms [20, 35] which is

the major objective of any clustering algorithm. The isolated cluster heads

that have been generated by this algorithm can be reduced by allowing those

heads to affiliate to any nearby cluster head. This could be made possible by

the design of any topology control algorithm. Finally, the model of the cluster

head selection process of TACA has been validated by using the CPN tools,

to ensure that the flow of the data and control among the nodes are in right

sequence and meet the desired objective of the system.
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Chapter 5

Topology Control Protocol for

Clustered Ad Hoc Networks

5.1 Introduction

Design of topology control protocols deal with the algorithms, where the mobile

radios are allowed to adjust their transmission ranges so as to retain the desired

topological property of the network. That is the connectedness of the nodes

are maintained with optimum energy consumption. Usually the transmission

range of the nodes are much smaller than the span of such networks. For

the purpose of packet forwarding, a multi hop network is created where every

node performs the role of router for other nodes. But due to the node mobility,

the wireless link between the nodes are frequently disrupted. The objective

of topology control is to allow the wireless transceivers to increase or decrease

their transmission ranges to an optimal value so that the network remains

connected. Such minimum value of the transceiver’s transmission range that

enable to maintain network connectivity is called the critical transmission

range (CTR). A perfect topology control enables the major number of nodes

to stay connected in the network so that the end to end delay in packet routing

is reduced. Hence a more specific definition of topology control is given by the
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author of [52] as:

“Topology control is defined as the art of coordinating node’s decisions re-

garding their transmitting ranges, in order to generate a network with the de-

sired properties of connectivity along with reduced energy consumption and/or

network capacity.” The diverse approaches to the topology control problem

may be organised into a coherent taxonomy as in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Taxonomy of Topology Control Protocols

The homogeneous topology control is the simplest kind, where every node

in the network posses equal transmission ranges. Here the topology control

problem can be visualised as the problem of obtaining the value of critical

transmission range so that the network wide connectivity is maintained.

The non-homogeneous topology control allows the nodes to choose different

transmission ranges within a maximum limit depending on the type of infor-

mation they use to compute the topology. In this catagory, the location based

approach assumes that most of the nodes are equipped with GPS receivers,

so that their exact node locations can be easily obtained. This information is

either used centrally or in a distributed manner. The use of a central authority

is similar to the Range Assignment problem. Where as the distributed way of

information exchange is used for building energy-efficient topology. The direc-
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tion based approach helps the nodes to estimate the relative direction of their

neighbors while they don’t have the knowledge of their node positions. But it

has been studied that the neighbor based approach is most suitable for mobile

ad hoc networks, where the nodes have very little neighbor node information

with them.

5.2 Essential features of Topology Control Pro-

tocol

Having no central infrastructure in an ad hoc networks, the design of fully

distributed and asynchronous topology control protocol seems to be more re-

alistic and adaptable. In a distributed topology control protocol, every node

in the network exchanges its available information with other nodes. This in-

formation exchange could be made locally or globally. That is the information

exchange by a node can be among its immediate neighbors(local exchange) or

it could be a network wide exchange among every node in the network(global

exchange). The global information exchange consumes large amount of time

by the nodes to have the knowledge of the network wide topology. The condi-

tion is worse if the nodes are mobile. Because in a mobile ad hoc network, the

frequent topology change needs a faster topology control protocol. Otherwise

the stale route information available with the nodes may cause further link

failure while routing the packets. Thus local information exchange may result

faster topology reconfiguration with large networks even when the addition

and deletion of nodes take place in the network.

Communication between two nodes is never possible without establishing a

bidirectional link between them. This has to be considered while designing the

topology control protocol. This is equally important for preserving the network

connectivity during the reconfiguration of the topology. So, another essential

feature of topology control protocol is that it should result in generating bidi-
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rectional links between the nodes while preserving the basic requirement of

node connectivity in the network.The quality of information exchanged by the

nodes plays a vital role in designing the topology control protocol. Some of

the high quality information like the accurate node position needs additional

hardware like GPS which may be expensive and in certain cases may not be

applicable (indoor environment).So it is preferred to exchange the low quality

information like node identity and its transmission power between the nodes.

The motivation behind the topology control is to reduce the transmission

interference between the nodes. This can be achieved by reducing the degree

of connectivity of the nodes. Thus in a nutshell, a topology control protocol

should have the following features:

• Fully distributed and asynchronous

• Principle of locality

• Setting up of bidirectional link as well as preserving the network connec-

tivity

• Trust on low-quality information

• lesser degree of connectivity

5.3 Effect of Mobility on Topology Control Pro-

tocol

Node mobility is a prominent feature in mobile ad hoc network that can not

be ignored.

An ad hoc network can range from a highly mobile network( i.e. a vehic-

ular network) to a very slow mobile network(i.e. sensors fitted to the body of

pedestrians to study the traffic or sensors fitted to the body of insects to study

their movements) . The design of a distributed topology control protocol with
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the local information is a vital issue during the node mobility. It is quite under-

stood that the centralised approaches as well as the solutions, that require the

exchange of global information are impractical when node mobility is moderate

to high, unless otherwise the network is extremely small. As the propagation

of network wide information needs a lot of time, so the construction of commu-

nication topology using global information may use only the stale information

for building the network topology. This results in frequent link failure of the

nodes as well as execution of route discovery procedures and the re-execution

of topology control algorithms. Hence most of the bandwidth consumption is

for transmission of control packets that are used to update the network topol-

ogy and the routing information. In the worst scenario, the topology is never

established. The authors of [52] indicate that the protocol used to build the

network topology must be fast enough to adopt the node mobility. For this,

the protocol should exchange less information with the neighbor nodes as the

same with distance nodes may consume considerable amount of time. At the

same time, a simple algorithm should be built up to compute the neighbor set

with the information exchanged.

The issue of preserving the network connectivity and setting up a bidirec-

tional link between the nodes for communication has drawn much attention

by the researchers. In a mobile ad hoc network with frequent change in the

topology, preserving the worst case connectivity is almost impossible. Even if

a smarter and efficient protocol that could built a connected network topology

at time t0 may get disconnected at time t0 + θ by the slightest movement of

nodes with the effect of mobility.

Further the topology control protocol can not be executed very frequently to

avoid the large control message overhead. So it is expected that the designed

protocol should be able to handle the node mobility in such a way that a

vast majority of the nodes remain connected during the operation time. The

same concept is applicable for the degree of connectivity of mobile nodes. This

parameter may change so fast during node mobility that, maintaining the lower
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degree of connectivity may be impossible in certain scenarios. However, setting

up a bidirectional link between the mobile nodes is possible by exchange of few

localised information.

How far the quality of information is concerned in the network topology

control, the MANET should use the information that remain unaffected with

the node mobility. For an example, let us consider two network nodes p and q

that are moving with certain velocities (vp , vq) > 0. When the various non-

homogeneous topology control approaches are considered for these two nodes,

it is clear that since the nodes are moving, their location information changes

continuously over time. Thus the location based topology control approach is

not suitable for controlling the network topology. However, if the nodes are

moving in the same direction, their relative direction does not change. So the

direction based topology control approach may be suitable for such network.

Further, if the nodes are moving in such a way that their relative distance

does not change too much, then the neighbor based information can be used

for topology control. Thus it is concluded that using relatively less accurate

information is preferable to build a topology control protocol when the mobility

of the nodes can not be ignored.

Summarising the above, a topology control protocol for mobile networks

should

• Be fully distributed and asynchronous.

• Be fast when the node mobility is high. That is the protocol should

exchange few messages with neighbors.

• Generate a network topology in which most of the nodes are connected

for most of the network operational time, and have a relatively small

physical degree.

• Rely on information that is relatively resilient to node mobility.
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5.4 State-of-art on Topology Control

There exists some topology control algorithms, some of which are suitable for

static ad hoc nodes and some are suitable for mobile ad hoc nodes. Hou et.

al. have tried to develop a model for analysing the throughput and forward

progress where each station in the network has variable transmission ranges

[53]. Here the authors have analysed three transmission strategies without

considering the backward communication.

The three transmission strategies are Most Forward with Fixed Ra-

dius R (MFR), Nearest with Forward Progress(NFP) and Most For-

ward with Variable Radius(MVR). MFR transmits to a neighbor with the

largest forward progress by using a transmission radius R irrespective of the

position of the receiver node. Here the main focus is to minimise the number

of hops needed for a packet to reach its destination. However, the drawback

is that the larger transmission radius R invites more transmission interference

by degrading the throughput of transmission.

The NFP technique allows a node to transmit to the nearest neighbor so

that a forward progress is obtained. Here the main target is to minimise the

conflicts as much as possible. But it results with higher number of intermediate

hops for end to end communication.

In the MVR strategy the transmission radius is adjusted to the value so

that it is equal to the distance between the transmitter and receiver. This

aims to obtain the largest possible progress with minimum conflicts. The au-

thors of [53] have shown that NFP provides better throughput than the other

two strategies. NFP achieves better stability with higher node density and is

suitable for mobile radio network where the topology changes very frequently.

Rodoplu et. al. have proposed location based distributed topology control

protocol [54] that aims to design an energy efficient network topology from the

set of stationary nodes to a master node. The protocol has basically two phases.

In the first phase, a local search is made by every node in which it broadcasts
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its position information locally to every node in its transmission zone. The

process is repeated till every node builds up a graph of its strongly connected

neighbors. The first phase constitutes a link setup and configuration phase.

The basic assumption here is that, the nodes should be equipped with low

power GPS receivers. This assumption makes the implementation expensive

and sometimes even it is impossible to install the GPS receivers in all the

nodes.

The second phase is a cost distribution phase, that finds the optimal link

on the above graph. The Bellman-Ford Shortest Path algorithm is applied

on the graph by considering the power consumption as the cost metric. This

phase results in finding the minimum energy consumption path from a node

to the master node. When the protocol is simulated over static as well as

dynamic nodes, a significant energy saving is achieved. But considering the

same protocol to a mobile ad hoc network with no fixed infrastructure to act

as the master node is impossible. Further, the protocol aims to minimise the

power consumption while transmitting to a single master node only. This may

not be very effective in a multi-hop environment where an over all power saving

is required while the nodes communicate among each other to self-configure

the network.

Li et al. have proposed direction based topology control protocol named

as the Cone Based Topology Control (CBTC) that was extended to support

the node mobility [55]. The authors used a neighbor discovery beaconing

protocol for reconfiguration of the network. The beaconing protocol was used

by every node to tell the other nodes that it is still active. The beacon includes

the sender’s ID and transmit power. If beacons from a certain neighbor v are

not received for a time period τ , then the node v is considered to be out of

reach by the other nodes. The authors discuss that if the network topology

ever stabilises, then the reconfiguration algorithm builds graph that preserves

the connectivity of the final network, as long as the periodic beaconing is

guaranteed.
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The neighbor based KNEIGH protocol was proposed by Blough et al. for

static ad hoc networks [56]. This simple protocol depends on relatively low

quality information such as the distance between the nodes for the purpose

of topology control. As per the principle of the protocol, when a node u

receives a message from node v, u is able to estimate the distance to node v

by considering the strength of the radio signal or by calculating the time of

the arrival of the signals. Initially every node broadcasts its ID at maximum

power. Upon receiving the same from other nodes, every node keeps track

of its neighbors and computes their respective distances. Then, every node

computes its K-closest neighbors list KN, and broadcasts this information at

maximum power. By the exchange of the neighbor list KN, the nodes can

include their symmetric neighbors ( two nodes are symmetric neighbors if and

only if they appear in each others KN list) in the final topology. Finally, the

transmit power of a node u is set to the minimum value needed to reach the

farthest node in its list KN(u). However, it has been studied that, KNIEGH

does not preserve network connectivity in the worst case.

P. Santi et. al. have made a probabilistic analysis for the range assignment

problem in ad hoc networks [57]. Assuming equal transmitting range for every

node in the network, the authors have tried to find the minimum transmission

range r , so that the network remains strongly connected. It was found that

as compared to the deterministic case, the probabilistic solution to the range

assignment problem achieved substantial energy savings. However, the authors

have considered a static model of the nodes that does not consider the node

mobility.

Similarly, Sanches et. al. have designed a centralised algorithm to find the

critical transmission range so that the network partition is avoided and the

nodes remain connected in the network [58]. However, implementation of any

centralised algorithm enhances the message and computational complexity in

mobile ad hoc networks.Hence, a distributed algorithm is always preferred.

Paul et. al. have proposed a transmission range control protocol (TRCP)
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for obtaining stable routing between the sender and the receiver in a mobile

ad hoc networks [59]. The movement of intermediate nodes in a multi-hop

communication reduces the network throughput. Thus protecting the neigh-

borhood relation was made by adjusting the transmission range of the mobile

nodes. TRCP does the job of neighborhood establishment, neighborhood re-

tention and neighborhood denial. The nodes increase their transmission range

so as to register maximum six nodes as its neighbors. When more than six

nodes register to the concerned node, it de-registers the nodes those are far

away to save the energy consumption. However, in a mobile ad hoc network

where the node density in any location is highly non-predictive, we can not

restrict the number of neighbors to a fixed number.

Ramanathan et. al. have proposed an energy efficient distributed heuristics

called Local Information No Topology (LINT) protocol explicitly for the mobile

networks [60]. Probably it is the simplest heuristic where the nodes adjust

their transmission power to preserve the network connectivity even with the

changing topology.The authors claim the heuristic to be zero overhead protocol

for not using any special control messages for its operation.

LINT is a neighbor based protocol. It uses locally available neighbor in-

formation to limit the degree of connectivity of a node. The neighbor in-

formation is generally obtained by neighbor discovery phase of any routing

algorithm.LINT basically considers three parameters of a node. They are

• Desired node degree dd

• High threshold node degree dh

• Low threshold node degree dl

Every node makes a periodical check of the number of active nodes that is

obtained from the routing technique. If the degree of connectivity is found to

be more than dh then, the node reduces its transmission power. Similarly, if

the degree of connectivity is found to be less than dl then, the node enhances
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its transmission power. And no change in power level occurs if the degree of

connectivity remains within the limit. However, the maximum and minimum

power level is set within its limit. The drawback associated with LINT protocol

is deciding the number of neighbors to the network traffic. In case of a low

traffic, the routing protocol might provide little or stale information about

neighbors to LINT resulting in incorrect power settings. Thus LINT is more

appropriate when regular exchange of messages take place.

In contrast to LINT , LILT exploits the global topology information ob-

tained by some routing algorithms like Link-State algorithm. It comprises of

two parts named as The neighbor reduction protocol and The neigh-

bor addition protocol. This does the same work as that of LINT protocol.

However, the later has a very special function like it may override the high

threshold bound and may increase the transmission power of a node when the

link state routing update results in an undesirable network topology. The au-

thors of both the protocols have noticed that LINT is more effective than LILT

in increasing the throughput. With high node densities, the link state data

base used by LILT to obtain network connectivity information is often stale

causing unnecessary transmission power increases. This confirms that using

global information to set up the topology in mobile networks is impracticable.

Some of the existing protocols on topology control for mobile ad hoc net-

works has been discussed here. Most of the protocols are designed for the

static nodes, that does not support mobility. Some topology control protocols,

exchange the node information locally or globally among the nodes to support

the mobility. However, it has been studied that, local information exchange

eliminates the problem of stale routing route that usually occurs in the pro-

tocols using global information exchange. Moreover, the information that are

used by the nodes are less accurate and of low quality. Because obtaining

more accurate and high quality node information adds up extra communica-

tion and computation over head into the protocol. Some protocols target to

achieve strongly connected network, while some target to design an energy
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efficient protocol. All these factors have provided a motivation for the design

of a transmission range adjustment protocol that can be used to enhance the

performance of Topology Adaptive Clustering Algorithm in the MANET.

5.5 Proposed Range Adjustment Protocol

In this section, a transmission range adjustment protocol (TRAP) has been

proposed which provides the mechanism to increase or decrease the transmis-

sion range of the mobile nodes enabling them to remain connected with others

as and when required. The proposed distributed clustering algorithm TACA

selects non-volunteer cluster heads that leads to the creation of isolated cluster

heads and/or orphan nodes during the hand off process. The excess number

of cluster heads increase the number of nodes in the virtual back bone of the

communication network. Thus the objective of the proposed algorithm is to

reduce the number of nodes in the virtual back bone. This is made possible by

allowing the isolated cluster heads formed during the execution of TACA to

adjust their transmission ranges. It helps them to get affiliated to other nearby

cluster heads in stead of becoming isolated heads without having any cluster

members. In the figure 4.3, node 7 is an isolated node without having any

cluster member. The TRAP enables such nodes to adjust their transmission

ranges so that they become the cluster members of other heads reducing the

number of nodes in the virtual back bone.

The TRAP is called upon when the isolated cluster heads are formed during

• The initial volunteer cluster head selection

• The hand off of cluster members by the existing volunteer / non-volunteer

heads to the newly selected cluster heads.

• The node movement to an area which is out of the transmission range of

the existing heads.
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To understand the Transmission Range Adjustment Protocol (TRAP), let

us assume that node u is an isolated node which is unreachable to all the

cluster heads. To get connected to any nearby cluster head, let it increases

its original transmission range R by ΔR. Thus its new transmission range is

now R + ΔR. With this new transmission range of u, the following steps are

implemented for the TRAP.

1. Node u broadcasts a neighbor detection packet (NDPAK) to the network

mentioning its new range.

2. Let the packet is received by another node(s). Below are mentioned the

different scenarios:

Case 1 : A single node v which is a cluster member receives the NDPAK

sent by u.

Result : Node v understands the increased transmission range of the

sender u. It does not react to the NDPAK and thus does not send

back the neighbor acknowledgement NAC packet. Because it is a cluster

member only, it does not have the privilege to affiliate a node as its

member.

Case 2 : A single node v which is a cluster head receives the NDPAK

sent by u.

Result :

• Node v checks for the possibility to increase the transmission range.

If it finds the possibility to do so, by checking its current value of

the range and the number of its current cluster members, then it

increases its range from its current value R to R +ΔR. Then after,

it sends a NAC to u so that the connectivity with u is established.

• Node u includes v as a neighbor in its neighbor table NTAB and

sends a neighbor confirmation NC packet to v.

• Node v sets its transmission range to R + ΔR.
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• Node u joins as a cluster member to v and v updates its Cluster

Table (CTAB) accordingly.

• Node v continues with this updated transmission range till it serves

as the cluster head after which it again resets its range to the original

value of R.

Case 3 : Two cluster heads v1 and v2 receive the NDPAK sent by node

u.

Result :

• Both v1 and v2 increases their transmission ranges from R to R+ΔR

and send back the NAC to u.

• Let Node u finds the cluster head v1 with higher weight than the

other. So it chooses v1 as the neighbor and sends back the neighbor

confirmation NC packet to it. u ignores the acknowledgement of

the other head v2.

• The head that receives the NC packet (i.e. v1) sets its transmission

range with the new value R + ΔR and the cluster table CTAB

accordingly. Head v1 continues with the updated transmission range

till it serves as the cluster head after which it again it resets range

to the value of R.

• The head that does not receive the NC packet (i.e. v2) within the

time-out period, continues with its original range of value R.

Case 4 : None of the nodes receive the NDPAK packet.

Result :

• Node u waits for time out period to get NAC from one or more

cluster head. As it fails to get any, it further increases the range by

ΔR. Thus the new range is now R + 2ΔR.
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• Step 1 and 2 are repeated till the transmission range of u reaches

its maximum value RangeMAX or node u gets affiliated with an

existing cluster head, whichever occurs earlier.

3. Node u declares itself as an isolated head.

5.6 Result Discussion

The simulation for the TRAP is carried out on the same simulation bed as

that of for the clustering algorithm TACA. The simulation parameters remain

unchanged except in the variation of the transmission range of the nodes.

The simulation results for this protocol indicates the improvement over the

proposed TACA. Figure 5.2 shows the results for the frequency of node re-

affiliations when the TRAP is implemented on the clustering algorithm TACA.

The reduction in frequency of re-affiliation is possible because of the range
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Figure 5.2: Frequency of re-affiliation when TRAP is executed

enhancement done by some nodes. The enhanced transmission range of cluster

heads enable the corresponding cluster members to stay connected for more
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time even though they move in the network. It is clear from the figure that,

the proposed topology control algorithm reduces the re-affiliation overhead

even for small transmission ranges of the nodes meeting the requirements of

an efficient clustering algorithm.

Figure 5.3 shows the results for the frequency of cluster head re-elections

in the network. It is understood that, when TRAP is executed on TACA, the
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Figure 5.3: Frequency of cluster head re-election when TRAP is executed

transmission range of some of the nodes are increased. This allows most of the

nodes to stay connected within the wider range and do not move out of the

range of each other. Thus the formation of isolated cluster heads are reduced

as happened in TACA. So finally, the re-election overhead is also reduced in

the network.

The objective of any communication protocol is to reduce the end-to-end

delay in communication. In a clustered mobile ad hoc network, the commu-

nication takes place by the virtual back bone that is formed by the selected

cluster heads. Thus reduction in the number of hops in the virtual back bone

may reduce the end-to-end delay in communication. Figure 5.4 shows that the
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Figure 5.4: Avg. No. of Cluster Heads when TRAP is executed

proposed clustering algorithm TACA results in more number of cluster heads

in comparison to the existing clustering algorithms. This is true because dur-

ing the non-volunteer cluster head selection procedure more number of isolated

cluster heads are formed due to the hand off procedure. These cluster heads

being unable to re-affiliate with any cluster head, remain as isolated cluster

heads. When TRAP is executed on the TACA, the range of some nodes are

increased. Thus the isolated cluster heads become able to affiliate to nearby

cluster heads. As a result, the total number of cluster heads in the network

are reduced which is shown in figure 5.4.

From the above results it is clear that, the increase in transmission range for

some nodes improves the performance of the clustering algorithm in reducing

its maintenance overhead. But, it is learnt that the energy consumption of the

node is proportional to its radio range. So the increase in transmission range

of a node, increases its the battery consumption. This can be understood from

the results of figure 5.5, where it is shown that the network life time reduces

with the increase in the transmission range. The results help in choosing the
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RangeMax for the topology control protocol.

Finally, the results for the network life time is indicated in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Network Life Time (in ms) when TRAP is executed
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As discussed earlier, the network life time may be defined as the time

elapsed since the network is first activated till the first node in the network goes

dead. The longer the network life time, the better the communication stability.

Thus, every communication network targets to achieve longer network life time.

The results in the figure indicate that when TRAP is executed on TACA, the

network life time is reduced. Because higher energy consumption of some

nodes causes early death of those nodes resulting in reduced network life time.

However, it is also seen in the figure that the network life time still remains

higher in comparison to the existing algorithms, when Rangemax is choosen

as 50mts.

5.7 Summary

The objective of topology control is to enable most of the nodes to remain

connected in the network while consuming optimum energy. In this chapter,

a transmission range adjustment protocol is proposed to allow the isolated

cluster heads to increase their transmission ranges, so that they could affiliate

to the existing cluster heads. This reduces the number of hops in the virtual

backbone reducing the delay in communication. Further, the increase in trans-

mission range of some nodes enables the other nodes to remain connected even

on the move resulting in reduced frequency of re-affiliation and cluster head

re-election. Thus, it can be concluded that, the proposed protocol reduces

the maintenance overhead as well as the delay in communication meeting the

requirements of an efficient cluster design. However, the maximum range that

a node can posses has to be decided judiciously, so that the network life time

is not compromised.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In cellular networks, base stations are connected with wired backbone, which

support the mobility of client nodes for hand-off protocols, paging and user

tracking in the network. In such networks, the mobile nodes directly commu-

nicate with the fixed base station, reducing the wireless part of communication

to the single hop problem. This concept of cellular networks can be mapped

into the infrastructure-less peer-to-peer network, so that selected number of

nodes perform the job of base stations and form the virtual backbone of com-

munication. This process of selecting few nodes as the virtual base stations,

where their one hop neighbors directly communicate with them, can be visu-

alised as the formation of logical clusters in the network. Thus, every cluster

consists of a cluster head representing the virtual base station and its one hop

members within it.

In this thesis, protocols and algorithms are proposed for the efficient design

of clustering in MANET. The existing clustering schemes are throughly invesi-

gated by simulation in chapter 2. The comparison of the simulation survey

highlights the flaws and strengths associated with the existing one hop clus-

tering algorithms. Analysis of results have provided a direction to move with

proposing new protocols and algorithms for clustering.

To start with a clustering algorithm, it is required that the nodes in the
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MANET must be aware of the network topology. Aquiring the knowledge of

the global network topology is more time consuming than that of its local

counterpart. So to enable the nodes to probe their one-hop neighbours in

the network,a neighbour detection protocol is proposed in chapter 3. The

protocol uses neighbour request packets by the sender nodes and corresponding

acknowledgements by the receivers. This protocol also enables the nodes to

receive the detail information about the neighbours. The working principle

of the protocol is analysed through simulation by using the CPN tools. The

validation process ensures that the flow of control and data in the system takes

place as per the requirements.

A distributed topology adaptive clustering algorithm TACA is proposed

in chapter 4, that considers the node mobility and its battery power for cal-

culating its node weight. Initially, a node is selected as the volunteer cluster

head, if it posseses the highest weight among its one-hop neighbors. Selecting

the head with the knowledge of local topology, makes the selection process

faster reducing the cluster set up time. This also reduces the number of mes-

sage exchanges by the nodes to find the higher weighted node. Moreover, the

change in topology outside the range of the concerned node hardly affects the

cluster head selection procedure. After the cluster heads are selected, its one-

hop uncovered nodes become its members forming the one-hop logical clusters.

Subsequently, non-volunteer cluster heads are also selected, as the current head

consumes its battery power beyond a threshold value. This selection process

also takes place locally within a cluster zone, so that rest of the nodes out-

side the cluster remain undisturbed. In this process, the current cluster head

slects one of its members with the highest current weight to become the new

non-volunteer head. And the members of the current head those lie within the

range of the newly selected head are handed over to it by the soft hand-off pro-

cedure. The member which does not lie within the range of the non-volunteer

head are allowed to choose either any nearby head to get affiliated or to become

an isolated head without any member. The selection of non-volunteer head by
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the current head enables it to save its remaining battery power and to increases

its life span. In the current work remaining of 50 percent of its total battery

power is considered as the threshold amount, after which the existing head

can resign from its current status and allow other node with more available

battery power to take up the role of cluster head. The distribution of energy

consumption by the nodes in the network increases the network life time, which

is a prime goal of communication. The proposed clustering algorithm has been

validated through simulation by CPN to ensure its functionality.

As discussed,the proposed clustering algorithm results in the formation of

some isolated cluster heads during the initial clustering phase and during the

subsequent non-volunteer cluster head selection phase. The increase in the

number of cluster heads increase the length of the communication backbone

in terms of number of hops. This may increase the end-to-end delay in com-

munication for the packets. Hence, a topology control protocol is proposed in

chapter 5, that allows the nodes to adjust their transmission ranges to remain

connected with other nodes as and when required. The proposed transmis-

sion range adjustment protocol helps the isolated nodes to get affiliated with

existing cluster heads instead of becoming new heads. The proposed protocol

reduces the end-to-end delay by reducing the number of cluster heads in the

network. Simultaneously, the cluster maintenance overhead is also reduced as

discussed in the chapter5.

Scope for Further Research

The research findings made out of this thesis has opened several auxiliary re-

search directions, which can be further investigated. The proposed protocols

that mostly deal with the cluster formation, cluster maintenance and energy

consumption, can be extended to some other areas of clustering like load bal-

ancing among the cluster head, fault tolerant clustering or privacy and security

in clustered MANET. Forming a connected dominating set with the topology
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control could be an interesting topic to proceed with. By implementing the

range adjustment protocol for the nodes, their transmission ranges become

variable. So at this juncture, how the nodes will detect their one-hop neigh-

bors with NDP could be analysed carefully and further research could be made

in this direction. At times, the GPS installed to the nodes may not provide

the accurate position of the nodes. Thus deriving the actual speed of the node

with respect to its node position is a challanging task. A further study will be

helpful to find the accurate mobility of the node and its subsequent analysis.

Another direction is to optimise the value of maximum transmission range for

which the cluster maintenance can be reduced without compromising with the

network life time.

This thesis deals with the CPN tools for validating the protocols, when

the nodes are assumed to be static, that is at an instance when the nodes do

not move. Such an assumption of non-mobility is not a realistic assumption

when the nodes movement are quite unpredictable. Some authors assume a

topology approximation method to predict the mobility, which is again not

a viable solution. Thus, another challenging research direction could be to

persue the validation of the protocols in MANET with its frequently changing

topology by using the timed petrinets where the mobility of nodes could be

studied with respect to its changing positions from time to time.
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